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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In 1953, John W. Backus working at IBM submitted a proposal to de-

velop a practical alternative to the then used assembly language for pro-

gramming the IBM 704 mainframe computer. The first documentation

was finalized in late 1956 and half a year later the first operating FOR-

TRAN compiler was in use. Although, the possibility to generate machine

code from a high-level programming language was well known, there

was a great skepticism of the effectiveness of such a solution. Therefore,

FORTRAN targeted to generate code with performance comparable to

that hand-coded assembly language. Safe language constructions were

neither a goal nor well known at that time.

Since FORTRAN new programming languages has been created and

used, and the existing ones have been also greatly evolved. The early de-

velopments mainly aimed creating more effective run-time code, shorter

compilation time, better portability and easier learning. However, as

programming became more widespread, the focus shifted to other ob-

jectives. As hardware resources (processor, memory, machine-time) be-

came cheaper, the expense of software development and maintenance

turned into the main cost factors.

Modern programming languages are not just about higher abstrac-

tion level unlike old languages but aimed to be safer by giving numerous

validations. Language evolution is directing toward safer construction.

Obviously, a safer language requires more resources to compile in gen-
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eral, but a lot of time can be spared during development as the strong

and strict type system saves the programmers from many semantic is-

sues. Nowadays the compilers are fast enough, and most of the program-

mers will not perceive the overhead of the extra work. However, the user

will experience the benefits of a stricter language, because less run-time

checks are necessary.

The clear syntax will help the programmers to understand the code

after the development. Benefits during maintenance is guaranteed this

way in contrast of a language with a more exotic syntax. A tense syntax

can easily overwhelm the understanding of the code. The strict seman-

tics declares that a construction will mean the same regardless of the

syntax context. In practice, when a construction indicates multiple but

different things, the intention of the code fragment will be ambiguous.

Also, it costs some time to a third person to solve the ambiguity. The

strict semantics appellation is the bridge between the clear syntax and

the strong type system: since the types are explicit in the code, and a

construction mean only one thing, the intention behind a specific code

fragment is unambiguous.

During software development a wide variety of mistakes could

be made. There is not possible to set up a single list for ”ranking”

the most frequent software bugs as they are different based on the

purpose, the design principles, the environment and the implemen-

tation language among other important factors. However, based on

[16, 17, 18, 19, 20] we may suppose misleading control flow, insuffi-

cient constant-correctness, misleading operator overloads, type system

ambiguity, incorrect usage of C++ move semantics, binary compatibility

and lack of software testing are among the most frequently experienced

software errors.

In this thesis we discuss the importance of these safe language con-

structs. In the document we will present examples from current main-

stream languages where either the syntax or the semantics allow con-

structs leading to possible mistakes. Many of these examples are based

on actual bugs happened at major companies. We analyze the root cause

of these issues and suggest solutions for the existing mainstream pro-

gramming languages – mainly for C++.

Current mainstream languages are continuously getting better, but
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these languages have limits. One of these limits is the backward compat-

ibility, because many languages are syntactically backward compatible

with their previous versions. However, it is not unusually that new lan-

guages appear in order to solve issues, which avoid the barriers in the

mainstream languages, for instance: Go [21], Rust [22], Swift [23] and

Tuplex [24].

To demonstrate the strength of the clear syntax; strong, conversion-

free type systems; and the load-time checking of binary compatibility

among library variants we introduce Welltype, an experimental pro-

gramming language. Welltype was designed to prevent the issues dis-

cussed in the first part of the thesis. The strong type system that Well-

type uses is much less permissive that the type system in C or C++.

The deeply validated types across dynamic linking detects the binary

incompatibility issues. The Welltype language is designed to be as safe

as possible with comfortable language features and minimal syntactical

and semantical overhead.

The Welltype programming language is fully implemented and avail-

able as an open source software.

1.2 The structure of thesis

The thesis consists of two main parts. In the first part we discuss vul-

nerabilities of current programming languages in their major aspects.

In Chapter 2 we analyze issues that derived from the syntax of cur-

rent mainstream programming languages. Through the discussion we

offer possible solutions aimed to fix the presented issues. We also show

that how we applied these techniques in our prototype language, Well-

type, to prevent those problems. In Chapter 3 we present our findings in

the semantics, such as vulnerabilities in the type-system and parameter

passing techniques. We found that implicit type conversion can cause

serious misunderstandings and damage to a software product. To avoid

the found issues we presented a solution in C++. We have investigate

current issues in C++ and its move semantics, with a third-party valida-

tor utility as an outcome. We also show how Welltype handle the men-

tioned problems. In Chapter 4 we introduce our findings and concerns in

compiled modules and their long-term application, such as binary com-
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patibility. Furthermore, we inspected the unit testing in the aspect of the

long-term development.

In the second part of the thesis, in Chapter 5 we introduce our proto-

type programming language Welltype. This chapter describes the struc-

ture of the language: basic concepts, syntax, semantics and compiled

binaries. This chapter is extended with code snippets in order to explain

the focused language features.

1.3 Results

Thesis 1

I have seen numerous examples demonstrating that loose syntax can

introduce critical error. Some problems were originated from a typo in

the source code, but the compiler could not do anything with it. The

most famous one is the so-called goto fail bug. Many problems I have

met, could be avoidable with a proper coding style – or even if the syntax

does not allow doubtful situations.

I have examined the vulnerabilities related to the syntax of various

mainstream programming languages. I have identified (1) the permis-

sive syntax, (2) using variables as mutable memory areas by default, (3)

non-expressive control flow, and (4) inconsistent definition of operator

overloading as major source of possible software bugs. I suggested fixes

and workarounds to the problems above for the current programming

languages, especially for C++. I specified the syntax of the Welltype

prototype programming language to demonstrate how these problems

could be avoided by applying carefully defined syntactical rules.

Thesis 2

Designing a type system to be convenience with common use cases is

not easy. Many languages prefer the convenience instead of being safe,

thus unwanted conversions might occur. This will obviously introduce

bugs into the software.

I investigated the negative consequences related to the permissive

type systems, especially the implicit conversions in the current main-

stream programming languages. I designed and implemented a wrap-
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per class based solution to solve the problem in C++. I specified an

algorithm which detects the possible misuse of C++11 move seman-

tics. I created and tested a prototype tool implementing the algorithm. I

specified the semantics of the Welltype language to avoid the mentioned

issues and defined the data types with their expected behavior.

Thesis 3

In some languages the binary compatibility is an important factor

in long-term maintenance, but it is not a factor in rapid application de-

velopment. Since the current mainstream languages moved toward the

rapid application development, the problem of the binary compatibility

get less attention. However, the cost of the long-term maintenance a

software is much higher than developing it.

I analyzed the problem of the binary compatibility for current main-

stream programming languages. I have identified that software bugs can

be introduced due to violating the API via binary incompatible compo-

nents. I specified the rules of binary compatibility for Welltype program-

ming language in order to prevent binary incompatible modules being

loaded and linked. I implemented a prototype binary loader application

to test the developed method to detect binary incompatibility issues at

link time. I presented a possible solution to improve the unit testing in

C++ by executing the unit tests during compilation. The solution relies

on new features in C++11.

The Welltype programming language

I designed a new language according the recommendations and our

findings during our research. The language is called Welltype, and aimed

to be safe and convenience as possible – however, the safety got more at-

tention than convenience. This is an imperative language with additional

multi-paradigm language elements, that evolved from earlier ideas, and

it has a strict syntax, strong type system, and its dynamic loader detects

binary incompatibilities.

I specified the Welltype prototype language to demonstrate how the

critical issues of syntax, semantics and linking can be avoided by care-

fully defining the language. I implemented the Welltype programming
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toolchain (compiler, linker and loader) as open-source software. Pro-

grammers who interested in the project can try it, and can contribute

into it. Welltype is being used for a number of applications (i.e. 3D world

editor), and – since the runtime can be easily extended with additional

functionality – a few OpenGL demos.

Relevant publications for theses

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

Syntax X - - - - X X -

Semantics X X X X - X - -

Linking X - - - X X - X

1.4 Impact

Our attribute-based approach mentioned in [2] and in [4] has raised

the attention of other researchers, and they adopted the idea [25].

Other papers mention our results are [26, 27].
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Chapter 2

Syntax

Current mainstream object-oriented languages contain several prob-

lematic constructs which potentially lead to critical errors. Most of the

errors came from the loose syntax or not proper semantics. In my ev-

eryday work and research I saw a lot of harmful codes, and I intend

to give recommendations to extend the coding style or to design a new

programming language in order to avoid malicious constructs.

The programming languages have been created in order to reduce

errors caused by writing assembly code and to increase the abstrac-

tion level. The early languages (e.g. COBOL, LISP, ALGOL, FORTRAN

[28, 29]) introduced higher abstraction level, but in this early age, lan-

guages were imperfect – they contain many serious issues in syntax and

semantics. After the fundamental programming paradigms invented, the

structure of the programming languages started to lose their major gaps

in syntax and semantics. The C programming language has been re-

leased [30] in this era.

Nowadays, most of the programming languages contain syntactic

and semantic legacy from the early programming languages, however,

the basic concept is obsolete. The modern processors and computers are

designed to execute multiple tasks at the same time, but the early lan-

guages did not support that. Because of the huge existing code bases,

the designers of the programming languages – for example C++ – keep

the language to be backward compatible. This decision can be debated,

and the backward compatibility precludes important security and safety

changes in the language.
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The research is based on my experimental programming language

Welltype, which is intended to be a syntactically and semantically safe

language. The research aimed to improve this language, furthermore

to identify and highlight the vulnerabilities of the current programming

languages. Chapter 5 describes this language in details.

The syntax of a programming language is its face, and it can be

judged by the programmers. Because the programmers are the users of

the programming languages, it is important to keep the syntax as clear,

pure and intelligible as possible. Adding loose elements to the syntax

can be very harmful, because the reason of some critical errors can be

attributable to the loose syntax.

In the following we discuss some syntactical vulnerabilities and im-

provements.

2.1 Permissive syntax

A few years ago, articles appeared on the Internet about a mistake in

a source code that belongs to Apple Inc. [31]. The reason of the error is

a mistakenly duplicated line containing only the goto fail; statement

– that is why this error is called as goto fail. This error resulted a serious

security leak.

Two problems can be identified in the source code in Figure 2.1.

First, in the then branch of the if statement we can see only a single

statement instead of a block statement. This comes from the permissive

syntax of the C programming language. Second, a proper coding style

should avoid the use of unconditional jump statements.

if ((err = SSLHashSHA1.update(&hashCtx, &signedParams)) != 0)
goto fail;
goto fail; // duplicated line here

if ((err = SSLHashSHA1.final(&hashCtx, &hashOut)) != 0)

Figure 2.1: The affected lines of the goto fail error.

Using block statements in every branches of the if, for and while

statements is not without precedent – many coding styles require the

block statement. Furthermore, adding empty lines makes the code more

legible. Although, the block delimiters and empty lines stretch the code,

14



they provide more benefits, e.g. making it more readable [32].

if ((err = SSLHashSHA1.update(&hashCtx, &signedParams)) != 0)
{

goto fail;
goto fail; // duplicated line here

}

if ((err = SSLHashSHA1.final(&hashCtx, &hashOut)) != 0)

Figure 2.2: Transformed version of the error handling.

Applying the recommendations, there is an improved version of the

code as can be seen in Figure 2.2. At this point, the duplicated goto

fail; statement does not affect the code at all. Even the duplicated line

will be ignored by the compiler, so there is no overhead at run time.

Furthermore, the duplicated line is a dead code, so the compiler can

detect it, and the programmer can get diagnostics message about it.

Note that this anomaly exists in other languages influenced by the

C programming language: C++ [33], C# [34], and Java [35]. The erro-

neous code on Figure 2.1 is also valid on C++. In C# and Java the goto

statement does not exist (in its classical meaning). However, as the use

of block statement is not required, using the break; statement can lead

to a similar error to goto fail.

Because the loose part of the syntax caused the goto fail error, we

recommend mandatory block statements in the coding style. Even better

if the programming language does not allow standalone statement after

if, for and while. The syntax of our experimental language requires block

statement after the concerned control statements. This is a nice way to

avoid errors which are undetectable by the compiler.

Requiring braces, however, is not a unique idea. The Go [21] pro-

gramming language also requires them, and reports syntax error where

they are missing. Furthermore, the Clang/LLVM [36] offers tools to for-

mat existing C++ source codes. The clang-format and the clang-tidy

tools will also place braces where they are missing.

Another perspective is to remove all braces (and other symbols and

keywords that can introduce blocks) from the language, like the popular

Python [37] language. Python is whitespace sensitive, and the blocks will

be automatically recognized from the indentation. On the other hand,
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relying only on whitespaces is not necessarily the safest way. We could

separate the elements helping the programmer and the elements help-

ing the compiler. In C, C++, Java, PHP, etc and in Welltype, the indenta-

tion is for the programmer to be able to read the code – but the braces

are for the compiler, because those will clearly define the block. In a

whitespace-only language a mis-indented statement can cause serious

bugs, furthermore, the usually invisible spaces and tabs can also break

the ”good” indentation, if they are used mixed. And then, no one will

know the original intention.

if(some_condition); {
do_something();

}

Figure 2.3: Erroneous if statement (extra semicolon breaks the code).

Still, requiring the braces on the language level can prevent other

errors as well, not only the goto fail -like errors. The code snippet on

Figure 2.3 is an erroneous code (in C, C++, Java, C#). The extra semi-

colon after the if’s closing parenthesis will close the statement, and the

block in the next line is just a regular compound statement. That block

has no relation to the if statement, but it looks like it has. In Welltype

the if, the for, the while, the do-while and the foreach statements re-

quire a compound statement as the body, see in Section 5.4.3. Thus the

code seen in Figure 2.3 will not compile. We experienced this and simi-

lar errors as a recurrent problem committed by beginner programmers.

In many cases the compiler error message was not helping either.

Additionally, the switch-case construction in C and C++ can be mis-

leading. A missing break is a recurring problem, therefore checkers and

static analyzers usually look for a lack of it. In some cases, however, the

fall through is an intentional and required situation. In order to inform

the analyzer of this intention, several denotations evolved, one possible

solution can be seen in Figure 2.4. Unfortunately, these denotions are

specific to a particular tool – thus, new tools look for all widely used

markings.

To overcome on this unregulated feature, the C++17 support a

standardized denotion to make fall through explicit. The solution is

16



switch(variable)
{
case 1:
do_something();
/**FALLTHROUGH**/

case 2:
do_more_thing();
break;

}

Figure 2.4: Example fallthrough notation in a switch-case.

based on the generalized attributes: a null statement marked with the

[[fallthrough]] is the fallthrough statement [38]. Using this state-

ment the compiler nor the third-party analyzer shall not diagnose the

unintentional fallthrough. The application can be seen on Figure 2.5.

switch(variable)
{
case 1:
do_something();
[[fallthrough]]; // no warning will be generated here

case 2:
do_more_thing();
break;

}

Figure 2.5: Application of the fallthrough statement in C++.

The Welltype language has a switch-case construction, but it is cur-

rently used only for algebraic data type constructor selection and enu-

meration constant selection. In some cases when matching a construc-

tor, variables must be introduced. Therefore, a universal fallthrough can-

not be defined. This implies that the Welltype language will not imple-

ment fallthrough mechanism in the current switch-case construction.
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2.2 Constant variables

In declaration of variables or parameters the programmer should

take into account of constness. In C++, the const-correctness deals with

which variables or objects are mutable and which are immutable [39].

This is a compile-time construct, so it has to be noted in the source code.

The most common way to express the constness is to tag the type with a

modifier. In C++, is frequent to pass function arguments as const or as

const-reference.

C++ uses the const qualifier to make a variable or an object read-

only. C# and Java provides a similar mechanism to express constness:

using the final qualifier in Java makes the variable unassignable, thus

the variable must be initialized in the declaration. Note that, the con-

tent of a final variable is still modifiable. In C#, the readonly keyword

has the same effect as the final in Java. Furthermore, C# introduced

the const qualifier, which has an effect similar to the const in C++,

because the compiler is entitled to propagate the values. However, this

feature has some shortages, for example parameters can not be marked

as const.

As we have seen, in current mainstream languages the default be-

havior is the mutable. Notable counter-example is the C++11 lambda

function [40], where the default is the const mode. The lambda is a

syntactical sugar, and compiled to anonymous class. By default, the gen-

erated operator() is a constant member function. This is also an exam-

ple, where a new syntax element do not have to be backward compatible

with earlier elements. Since it is a new language construction in C++,

it uses a safer approach.

The Version 2 of the D programming language supports two different

aspects of constness. A variable can be mutable and immutable, the view

of both mutable and immutable variables can be const as can be seen

in Figure 2.6 [41].

Unfortunately keeping the const-correctness of the code is not sim-

ple. In C++, almost all code can be compiled without using any const

qualifier. And based on the fact that programmers do not want to write

more than necessary, the const will not be placed everywhere where

needed. An other problem is to teach and to account const-correctness.
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Figure 2.6: Constness relationships in D programming language.

Let approach this problem from a totally different aspect: do not re-

quire const qualifier for immutable variables, but require the mutable

qualifier for variables and arguments which can be modified. Using this

technique, the compiler will enforce to keep the const-correctness of the

code. At this point, the programmer can forget only the mutable quali-

fier, but the compiler will call to account the missing qualifier. Therefore,

the code will be safer thanks to the inverted psychology – programmers

can not neglect mandatory keywords.

Parameters 236
By value 87
Constant 105
Mutable 44

Figure 2.7: Function parameter analysis of TinyXML.

Might arise the question that more or less keywords must be used in

the code. An analysis about TinyXML [42] can be seen in Figure 2.7 –

the rate of the constant function arguments is about a half to the total

number of arguments. However, the analysis showed, the parameters

passed by value is relevant. This implies that, the number of mutable

arguments (total number of arguments - constants - by value = 44 ) is

less than half of constant arguments (105 constant parameters were

found). Based on this analysis, making mutable mandatory requires only

the half of the current qualifiers. Also, the compiler can check the const-

correctness (via requiring the mutable qualifier instead of const).

In Welltype we implemented the const-correctness mechanism by au-

tomatically consider all function arguments as immutable. When the

programmer wants to modify an argument, actions must be explicitly

taken: the argument must be declared as mutable. An example function

declaration with immutable argument can be seen in Figure 2.8. The
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commented assignment will cause the compilation to fail, because the

left-hand side of the assignment is immutable. Hence, the assignment is

commented with ERROR to clarify its purpose.

function my_func1(string my_arg)
{

//my_arg[0u] = ’x’; // ERROR
}

Figure 2.8: Function declaration with immutable argument.

On the other hand, the argument can be turned into a mutable object

by specifying as mutable – as can be seen in Figure 2.9. A similar as-

signment is placed but in contrast of the one seen in Figure 2.8 this one

meets the semantics of the language. The assignment can be performed

for the argument is mutable. Note that an IndexOutOfRangeException

may arise if the string is empty, but this is not violating the mutable-

immutable semantics. Also note that the mutable keyword is meaningful

only for object types (string, seq, record, etc), see in Section 5.5.1.

function my_func2(mutable string my_arg)
{

my_arg[0u] = ’x’; // OK
}

Figure 2.9: Function declaration with mutable argument.

Working with mutable arguments and passing them to other func-

tions is pretty straightforward. The basic principle is consequent:

1. A mutable object can be passed as mutable.

2. A mutable object can be passed as immutable.

3. An immutable object can be passed as immutable.

4. An immutable object cannot be passed as mutable.

In conclusion if the programmer forget to specify the mutable keyword

in the code, and a modifier operation is performed on the argument,

it will result in a compiler error. Enforcing const-correctness with this

mechanism is trivial. It is, however, neither easy nor trivial to ensure

const-correctness in C or C++.
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2.3 Control flow

In the aspect of code comprehension, the loop organization can be an

issue. Almost every programming language supports loop constructions,

and the while and the for loops are sufficiently widespread. The usage

of the while loop construction often implies that the loop variable ini-

tialization, the loop condition and the loop stepping code are scattered

through the code, however, these elements are semantically cohere.

The key problem with the common while loop is the loop-variable.

Three activities can be identified: the initializing-, the role in the loop-

condition-, and the stepping of the loop-variable. These pieces can be

scattered into the statements of the while loop. Obviously, the code is

obfuscated.

This implies the problem: how to force the programmer to use the

proper loop construction. Take an example from a C++ code: given a

variable of std::vector<int> [43, 44, 45], print its content to the stan-

dard output. Strive to use only the language features. The first construc-

tion in Figure 2.10 can easily mislead the programmer who would like

to understand the code.

int idx = 0;
while(idx<vec.size())
{
std::cout << vec[idx] << std::endl;
++idx;

}

Figure 2.10: A poor implementation of iterating an array.

Therefore, gather the related pieces together: use the for statement

and place the three parts next to each other. The new construction in

Figure 2.11 is completely understandable, but not the best solution, be-

cause the code uses the indexing operator, thus the code is less portable.

The modified code satisfies the portability requirement, because it

can be generalized easily. Unfortunately, the code became larger and

more complex as can be seen in Figure 2.12. This piece of code uses the

the iterators of std::vector<int>. This is not so comfortable, and must

be replaced with a better construction.
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for(unsigned int idx=0;idx<vec.size();++idx)
{
std::cout << vec[idx] << std::endl;

}

Figure 2.11: A better implementation of iterating an array.

for(std::vector<int>::const_iterator
it=vec.begin(),end=vec.end(); it!=end; ++it)

{
std::cout << *it << std::endl;

}

Figure 2.12: Using the iterators of std::vector<int>.

The final solution came from the idea that why the programmer

should write a simple iteration again and again every time, while the

construction is quite the same. Also, writing more code means more

possibility to make a mistake. The related code can be generated au-

tomatically by the compiler. The C++11 standard [33] introduced the

foreach mechanism, and its usage and the final version of the code can

be found in Figure 2.13. The foreach mechanism is available in other

languages such as Java, C#, go, python, etc.

Note that C++11 offers an improvement, since the type of the it

can be replaced with the auto keyword – nonetheless the compiler will

deduce it to the type stated in Figure 2.13.

for(int x : vec)
{
std::cout << x << std::endl;

}

Figure 2.13: A safe implementation of iterating an array.

We recommend to use the foreach mechanism where possible, and

avoid the fragile and misunderstandable constructions. As a more gen-

eral rule: declarative constructions, where the programmer describes

what is the task, are safer than the procedural constructions, where the

programmer writes how to implement the task.
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The Welltype language is expressive by using the foreach keyword.

This design decision is not unprecedented: C# and D [41] also use

the foreach to introduce a foreach loop. ActionScript [46] offers the

for each construction. C++11 interestingly uses the original for key-

word due to backward compatibility. Designers of the C++ language do

not want to introduce new keywords – this is double-edged, because im-

proves backward compatibility, on the other hand overloads the meaning

of the keywords which can lead to misunderstanding.

As can be seen in Figure 2.13, C++ requires to explicitly write the

type of the iterator in the foreach loop – nevertheless that type can be

auto to automatically deduce the type. In contrast of this Welltype al-

ways use automatic type deduction based on the static types. It can be

done in a deterministic way, for the perspective of the static type-system

the container can hold exactly one type. An example code snippet can

be seen in Figure 2.14: the x variable used in the foreach loop will have

type int, since the container is a seq<int>.

seq<int> xs = seq { 1, 2, 3, 4 };
foreach(x in xs)
{
some_function(x);

}

Figure 2.14: Iterating on all ints of a seq using the foreach loop.

Moreover, ranges specified in the foreach loop also have an unam-

biguous type. An example for the range-based foreach can be seen in

Figure 2.15. In the example, the variable var is an int, because it is

deduced from the range. The specified range start and end must have

the same type. The range in the example is from 1 to 10 (by default the

range is inclusive). Since the range elements are ints, thus the var must

be also int.

The behavior of the foreach loop can be altered by specifying one or

more clauses. The order of these clauses are fixed but none of them is

required:

1. inclusive or exclusive (range based foreach only)

• inclusive: the last element of the range is included (this is
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foreach(var in 1 to 10)
{
some_function(var);

}

Figure 2.15: Iterating on int values from 1 to 10 using the foreach loop.

the default)

• exclusive: the last element of the range is excluded

2. reverse: iterate on the container or range in reverse order (this

clause does not alter the range, only the order)

3. while COND: the loop terminates if the condition is false, may

leaving some elements unvisited

4. which COND: execute the loop body only if the condition is true

2.4 Custom operators for Embedding DSLs

Having operators in a programming language is convenient, the code

can be more compact and understandable as well, because the source

looks more natural. Operators are often built in the language, and the

operator symbols are part of the syntax. Therefore introducing a new

operator symbol sometimes takes much effort. Current mainstream im-

perative languages – such as C++, Java and C# – do not support this

feature.

However, overloading the existing operators are more common.

Many C++ programs overload operators, for example a custom data

type may have operator+, operator-, operator* or operator/. In some

cases, especially in case of 3D vectors in computer graphics, the op-

erator symbols become overused. For instance, there is two different

method to multiply two 3D vectors, but only one operator* exists. Some

implementations take a different symbol, for example the operator% and

reuses it for another multiply function. These solutions may lead to am-

biguous and incomprehensible codes.

Based on the previous reasons the need arises to introduce new op-

erator symbols. Welltype offers a possibility to introduce new operators
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by generalizing them into regular function calls. The only difference is

the syntax of the function symbol. Thus, the operator symbols are just

another syntax to call a function. However, the programmer must notify

the lexical analyzer about the new operator symbols.

Therefore, in Welltype one can use the token sequence ~+* as an op-

erator, as well as the word select. Using this mechanism, unambiguous

and comprehensible codes can be written.

Operators also give the basis of implementing a domain specific lan-

guage. Because implementing a brand new DSL is very expensive since

designing a new lexical analyzer, and building a new parser have high

costs. Selecting the execution context is also a quite difficult task. Many

DSLs are embedded into an existing language in order to reduce these

costs. Such a language is called the host language. In this case, a DSL

uses the lexical analyzer, the parser, and the semantic checker of the

host language, which is comfortable. The embedding procedure extends

the set of language elements of the host language. The new elements

are implementing the special syntax of a DSL.

There are two different ways to embed a DSL into a host language.

The shallow embedding [47, 48] provides the most flexible DSL syntax

due to the fact that they are storing expressions in string form. This

style has a disadvantage at run time, because DSLs must parse its code

at run time and have to check a various run time conditions. Further-

more, the shallow embedding does not facilitate the compiler of the host

language to check the embedded code. Checking the syntax and the se-

mantic rules of the embedded code can be done with an external tool

only.

The deep embedding [47, 48] solves the most shortages of the shal-

low embedding by being the extension of the host language. However,

the deep embedding has more requirements than the shallow one: it

needs an extendable syntax and a strong static type-system. The seman-

tic rules can be defined with the type-system of the host language. The

flexibility of the syntax of the deep embedded DSL depend on the host

language. This dependency can be a disadvantage if the host language is

not flexible enough. Most of the functional programming languages are

quite flexible to meet the requirements. Embedded DSLs are usually de-

veloped in the Haskell programming language [49, 50], because Haskell
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is platform independent and it has a rich set of language elements. In

this paper we consider only the deep embedded DSLs.

The special syntax of a DSL can be more familiar to its domain ex-

pert. Due to the special syntax, the domain expert is able to catch errors

specific to the problem domain. DSLs often install new constructs to

describe domain problems, or they even apply different programming

paradigms. Thus, the syntax of a DSL may reflect the usual notations

of the domain to make it usable for the domain experts. The capabili-

ties of the DSL depend on the host language – hence, selecting the right

host language is a difficult task. There are additional requirements to

the host language. Several questions must be answered, such as: how

to describe the DSL (declarative or imperative), where to use the DSL

(piece of software or stand-alone), who will use the DSL?

Although DSLs are indispensable in their domain, the DSL programs

execute most of their actions out of that domain. The program will works

with classical operations: creating threads, allocating low-level memory,

opening network connections, and communicating with the operating

system. These operations must done, but the user of the DSL do not

have to know about this.

Nowadays many embedded domain-specific languages (eDSL) [47,

48, 51, 52, 53] are written in Haskell. The key language elements are

the algebraic data type [54], and the operator overloading mechanism

using custom operators. Algebraic data types make embedding simple,

while the pattern matching grants type-safe processing by design.

The custom operators based on the strong type-system help the user

of the eDSL to write understandable codes by eliminating long func-

tion names. The operators have symbols, precedence and associativity

rules. Every well-adjusted property is beneficial; a meaningful operator

symbol helps to document the source code, while good precedences and

associativity rules can eliminate unnecessary and disturbing parenthe-

ses. Furthermore, using operators is beneficial to the DSL developer to

introduce new operators easily.

The functional programming languages allow to introduce new oper-

ators, but the imperative languages rarely support this feature. However

Welltype supports it, and thus become a competitor in this area.

The usage of custom operators brings the flexible type of the lan-
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guage: the private record. Many eDSLs use custom types to store pri-

vate information. It is important to keep the internal state away from

any accidental access. The private record is just a type name in the

user program, and there is no information about the structure of the

actual record. Other application of the private records are possible in

the creation of new types especially composite types, such as complex

numbers and 128-bit integer represented by two 64-bit integers, see in

Appendix A.2.

The need to implement safe domain specific languages has a long his-

tory. Writing SQL queries in imperative and object-oriented languages

are problematic, since there is no simple way to validate the queries

at compile-time by default. However, a cleaver solution was introduced

by Joseph Gil and Keren Lenz [55, 56]. Their solution utilized the C++

template metaprogramming, operator overloading and a preprocessing

step. The outcome was sufficiently simple and safe.

The Scala language is known to support high-quality DSLs using lan-

guage features designed to do so [57]. The basic idea is similar to how

the synchronized feature works in Scala.

2.5 Contributions

I have examined the vulnerabilities related to the syntax of various

mainstream programming languages. I have identified (1) the permis-

sive syntax, (2) using variables as mutable memory areas by default, (3)

non-expressive control flow, and (4) inconsistent definition of operator

overloading as major source of possible software bugs. I suggested fixes

and workarounds to the problems above for the current programming

languages, especially for C++. I specified the syntax of the Welltype

prototype programming language to demonstrate how these problems

could be avoided by applying carefully defined syntactical rules.

Related articles

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

Syntax X - - - - X X -
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Chapter 3

Semantics

This chapter discusses the type-systems regularly used in program-

ming languages. The aim is to uncover the vulnerabilities of the con-

structs, and give a safer alternative implementation. We used these al-

ternatives in our experimental programming language.

3.1 Type-system

There are several approaches to the type-systems. One extreme ap-

proach is a completely dynamic type-system, where the source code

does not determine the type of an object. Such type-systems are com-

monly used in script languages and in some functional languages, for

example in Erlang [58, 59]. The dynamic type-system is a new oppor-

tunity for freedom, but reasoning about the code (i.e. static analysis) is

much harder. The opposite approach is the static type-system, which is

widespread in imperative- and object-oriented programming languages.

The static type-system is used to express the intended type for every

variable and expression. It helps to understand the code. This also im-

plies an additional check by the compiler. In the following we assume

that, the programming language uses static type-system.

Even if the static type-system is fairly safe, there are problems hid-

den inside. For example, the implicit cast mechanism is sometimes use-

ful, but it can result very harmful situations, such as infinite loops, and

hardly followable or unpredictable code behavior.

In C++ semantically wrong comparisons can be written, but the com-
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piler indicates only a warning – however, there maybe semantical errors.

The code in Figure 3.1 contains two semantical errors. The first piece is

a common error: comparing a signed and an unsigned integer can out-

come bad result. The compiler will show a warning for this part. The

second piece is worse than the first one, because checking the equality

of an unsigned and signed negative value is meaningless. The problem

is that, the representation of the largest unsigned value (0xffffffffu)

and the minus one are the same. The compiler accepts the code, the con-

dition of the if statement is true, but no warnings and no errors are gen-

erated. The reason is that C++ allows to compare signed and unsigned

values for equality or inequality. The second part of the presented code

will also generate a warning if, i.e. < were used.

In the C++ language we can define constructors with one param-

eter. Without the explicit keywords these constructors can be called

implicitly as conversion. Thus, the compiler can create, for example,

complex object from a single integer. Moreover, C++ classes can also

define conversion operators, and classes can be converted to primitive

types without explicit cast. These features can mislead the programmer

who wants to understand the source.

// *1*
std::vector<int> vec;
for(int i=0;i<vec.size();++i) { /* ... */ }
// *2*
unsigned int x = 0xffffffffu;
if(-1 == x) { /* ... */ }

Figure 3.1: Comparison of signed and unsigned integers (C++).

The origin of these problems is that the signed and unsigned inte-

gers have different domain, although the half of the domains overlap.

That is the reason why it works in most of the cases – but eventually it

will break in irregular cases, those are rarely covered by tests. There

are two solutions for this problem. For example, the Java programming

language does not introduced unsigned integers. Still the implicit casts

can ruin a Java program as well: the code can be seen in Figure 3.2 is

an implicit infinite loop. Another solutions is not to allow comparisons

between different types at all – our experimental language uses this so-
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lution.

// Valid code in Java, C++, and C#
for(char ch=’\0’;ch<70000;++ch) { /* ... */ }

Figure 3.2: Infinite loop caused by implicit cast.

The construction seen in Figure 3.2 is a dangerous one, and the pro-

grammer may get a warning message for that. There is a problem with

the loop condition: it compares a char and an int. Many languages will

promote (or cast) the char to int, because it is useful in many cases.

But the domain of the two types are different, and the left-hand side will

never can have a value of 70000. Therefore, the loop is an infinite loop.

In many languages we just cannot avoid this kind of errors. However,

in C++ we developed a working solution to prevent this problem [3]. It

is a subsequent milestone of our endeavor to make languages safer [1].

Welltype solves this problem purely with its strong type system: the com-

parison ch<70000 is illegal, due to values of char and int cannot be com-

pared, unless the user intentionally overloads the < operator to compare

the two involved types.

The Welltype language guarantees that all literals have one, and ex-

actly one type. For instance, the type of the the literal 1u will be uint. In

C and C++ the literals can have different types depending on the length

of the literal. As can be seen in Figure 3.3 the type of the literal can

be different regardless of the suffix. Thus, sizeof(3000000000) is not

equal to sizeof(3000000000u). In Welltype, the literals that overflow

from the domain of its type will cause compile error.

Signed Type Unsigned Type
1 int 1u unsigned int

2000000000 int 2000000000u unsigned int
3000000000 long 3000000000u unsigned int

30000000000 long 30000000000u unsigned long
Figure 3.3: Type of literals in C++ (compiled with g++ LP64 on 64-bit
system).

As mentioned earlier, literals in Welltype have exactly one type. The

type can be deduced in a deterministic way using only the source code it-

self without its context in a platform independent way. That is, if we look
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at only a single literal, we know its type unambiguously. For instance,

the literal 1234 has the type int; the literal 250ub has the type ubyte. A

quick overview can be seen in Figure 3.4. Note that in Welltype a num-

ber literal may have underscore (_) in it for readability reasons, and it

will not change the value of the literal. Underscores will be removed

automatically from the literals before further processing. However, the

literal 270ub – in contrast of C/C++ – is illegal, and causes a compi-

lation error. Take the 5000000000u literal in C; this suggests that it is

an unsigned int after the suffix, but the literal overflows the unsigned

int types, and became an unsigned long long.

Literal Type
10 int

20_l long
30_u uint

40_ul ulong
50_ib byte
60_ub ubyte
70_h short

80_uh ushort
Figure 3.4: Quick overview of integer literal suffixes.

Since Welltype forbids implicit conversion, problems like on Fig-

ure 3.2 are not possible. The condition ch<70000 which causing the trou-

ble in the code snippet can be resolved in Welltype in the following ways:

1. Explicitly convert 70000 to char. This solution will cause a run time

exception, since 70000 does not fit in char (whose domain is [0,

255]). However, the programmer explicitly converted the literal,

thus the outcome is reasonable.

2. Explicitly convert ch to int. This other solution will result the same

behavior as we have seen in C++. Again, the programmer explic-

itly converted the value to something else, thus the outcome of this

solution is still reasonable.

We conclude that handling type correctly will decrease the erroneous-

ness of the code. Conversions can cause problems, as we seen in multiple

examples, but making the conversions explicit might arise the program-

mer’s attention. The compiler will complain for the condition mentioned
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above, so the programmer must take another look to it, and might re-

think the construction.

As demonstrated earlier the permissive syntax and semantics in

C++ [33, 60] can lead to harmful situations. Most of these constructs

can be compiled without any compiler warning message.

We introduced a working solution in C++ to eliminate implicit con-

versions [3].

There are other endeavors to make C++ safer; for instance: optimiz-

ing complex expression with expression templates [61]; do calculations

during compilation time instead of run time [62, 63, 64]; or using the

C++ standard template library in a safer way [45].

In order to achieve the goal, we introduced a wrapper class. The

wrapper class can be easily inserted to existing source code, even using

typedefs and with macros. The wrapper class itself is a class template

as can be seen in Figure 3.5.

template<typename T>
class Safe
{
T mData;

public:

// constructors and assignments
// additional operations
// operators

};

Figure 3.5: The wrapper class to avoid implicit conversions.

The available constructors (see Figure 3.6) are designed to achieve

the similar functionality without the wrapper class. However, the default

constructor will initialize the member. This technique differs from the

behavior of the built-in types in the C++ language, but allowed by the

standard. It is necessary, because in C++, the meaning of int x; and

int x(); are different. It is a better choice to always initialize, rather

then initialize never.

Construction of a Safe<int> variable is trivial:
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Safe() : mData() { }
Safe(const T & t) : mData(t) { }
Safe(const Safe<T> & st) : mData(st.mData) { }
Safe(Safe<T> && st)
noexcept(std::
is_nothrow_move_constructible<T>::value)

: mData(std::move(st.mData)) { }

Figure 3.6: List of available constructors in the wrapper class.

Safe<int> si;

The stored value of si is default-constructed, due to the behavior of

the default constructor. Furthermore, our prototype programming lan-

guage also initializes the uninitialized variables to zero.

In order to initialize the si with a value, we can use the well-known

construction:

Safe<int> si = 123;

In this case, the used constructor will be the Safe(const T & t).

The usage of the copy-constructor, the move-constructor, and the as-

signment operators are also trivial:

Safe<int> si = 123;

Safe<int> sj = si;

si = sj;

Note that, the C++ compiler will optimize out the assignment oper-

ators, and the compiled code will have the same performance without

the wrapper class. So, the usage of the wrapper class only affects the

compilation time.

One more constructor is placed into the wrapper class to avoid in-

valid initializations, like Safe<int> x = true;. This constructor is a

template constructor with one parameter, and if the compiler instan-

tiates it, an error will be generated. The implementation can be seen in

Figure 3.7.

The referenced template CAN_NOT_CONVERT_FROM class itself can not

be instantiated at most of the cases. Furthermore, the constructor con-

tains a variable declaration, which uses a nonexistent type:
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template<typename S>
struct CAN_NOT_CONVERT_FROM
{
typename S::__BAD_TYPE_CAST__ x;

};

template<typename S>
Safe(const S &)
{
typename CAN_NOT_CONVERT_FROM<S>::s x;

}

Figure 3.7: Constructor to avoid invalid initialization.

typename CAN_NOT_CONVERT_FROM<S>::s.

Because the helper class will never have a nested type called s, the Safe

class will not compile when it is used with an invalid type. Safe<T> can

be used only with T.

With the wrapper class we eliminated the implicit casts. However,

explicitly converting a type to an other is a necessary feature. Our class

supports a template convert_to() member function to perform the ex-

plicit casts. The definition of this function can seen in Figure 3.8.

template<typename S>
S convert_to() const
{
return S(mData);

}

Figure 3.8: Template function to implement explicit conversions.

Note that, returning a temporary by value in C++11 is not inefficient,

due to the return value optimization [65]. Therefore, no copy operation

will be invoked.

It is important to notice that, this convert_to() function can be used

to conversion to unwrapped types. This feature provided by the con-

structor of the wrapper class. In the code snippet below the marked

line will not compile, because a Safe<char> class cannot be constructed

from a raw int expression.
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Safe<int> i;

Safe<char> c = i.convert_to<Safe<char>>(); // ERROR

Our wrapper class is designed to hide the actual value inside the

class. However, sometimes there is a need to access to the hidden value,

for example when calling an external function which does not uses the

wrapper class. To get a proper reference to the hidden value, issue the

operator(). The implementation used the definitions can be seen in Fig-

ure 3.9.

T & operator()()
{
return mData;

}

const T & operator()() const
{
return mData;

}

Figure 3.9: The definition of the operator()s.

In some situations the operators above are only shortcuts of the

convert_to() function. The code snippet can be seen in Figure 3.10

presents two different, but identical invocation of the foo function.

void foo(int) { }
// ...
Safe<int> i = 3;
foo(i.convert_to<int>()); // *1*
foo(i()); // *2*

Figure 3.10: Different method of explicit conversion.

The first version is based on the conversion from int to int – but a

shorter version can be achieved by using the operator(), as the second

call does.

Moreover, containers from the standard template library also can

be wrapped, but it is not necessary to wrap it, because the type of the

containers will be safe enough.
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Safe<std::vector<int>> sv;
sv().push_back(1);
sv().push_back(2);
sv().push_back(true); // *1* works
Safe<int> i = 3;
sv().push_back(i()); // *2* ugly

Figure 3.11: A safe std::vector<int>, which is unpractical.

In other hand, the container is not adviced to contain raw built-

in types, but should contain wrapped, safe types. These template data

types are implicitly non-convertible to a different entity. Thus wrapping

the containing class is not practical, an example can be seen in Fig-

ure 3.11. Note that in the code snippet obviously invalid operations are

permitted (see the line marked with *1*). While obviously valid oper-

ations are circumstantial (see the line marked with *2*). Furthermore,

accessing the operations also circumstantial, because of the operator()

must be used in every situation.

std::vector<Safe<int>> vs;
vs.push_back(1);
vs.push_back(2);
vs.push_back(true); // COMPILE ERROR
Safe<int> i = 3;
vs.push_back(i); // natural

Figure 3.12: An std::vector containing safe ints.

The example in Figure 3.12 is more natural, and provides a safe way

to push elements into the container. The line marked with ERROR demon-

strates this. Also, it is backward compatible with the wrapped int type

– as can be seen in the line marked with natural.

The operators in the wrapper class are the essence of the usability,

for example the pre- and post- increment and decrement operators. The

supplied definition of the increment operators by our implementation

can be seen in Figure 3.13.

It is important to compile the code in C++11, because the post-

increment and the post-decrement will return a copy of the original

(unincremented/undecremented) object. In C++11 the return value op-
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Safe<T> & operator++()
{
++mData;
return *this;

}

Safe<T> operator++(int)
{
Safe<T> tmp = *this;
mData++;
return tmp;

}

Figure 3.13: Pre-increment and post-increment operators.

timization will perform here, and the tmp variable will not be copied

again.

Beside the increment and the decrement operators the wrapper class

includes many inline friend operators. For example, the definition of the

operator< can be seen in Figure 3.14.

friend bool operator<(const Safe<T> & lhs, const Safe<T> & rhs)
{

return lhs.mData < rhs.mData;
}

Figure 3.14: The less-than operator is implemented as a friend.

The wrapper class includes, but not limited to the following inline

friend operators: ==, !=, <, <=, >, >=, +, -, *, /, %; and member operators:

+=, -=, *=, /=, %=.

Using the pre-increment and the operator<, a loop can be con-

structed. A sample loop can be seen in Figure 3.18, and it can be com-

piled without and errors and warnings.

An alternate version of the loop in Figure 3.2 which introduced an

infinite loop based on an implicit conversion, can be seen in Figure 3.15.

The alternate version uses the Safe<char> type, which is a safe charac-

ter type. The 70000 literal can not be converted to Safe<char>, thus the

code will not compile.

The fixed version can be seen in Figure 3.16. The comparison of the
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// COMPILE ERROR:
// 70000 is not ’Safe<char>’
for(Safe<char> ch=’\0’;ch<70000;++ch)
{ /* ... */ }

Figure 3.15: Alternate version of the loop seen in Figure 3.2.

for statement refers to a Safe<char> and a char, the code will compile,

because the char will be converted to Safe<char>.

// compiles
for(Safe<char> ch=’\0’;ch<’\x70’;++ch)
{ /* ... */ }

Figure 3.16: Fixed version of the loop.

Moreover, for ease of use in input and output streams, operator<<

and operator>> were included in the wrapper class, as can be seen in

Figure 3.17.

friend std::ostream & operator<<(std::ostream & os,
const Safe<T> & rhs)

{
return os << rhs.mData;

}

Figure 3.17: The definition of the operator<<.

An example can be seen in Figure 3.18. The loop variable i will be

printed to the standard output. Note that, the invoked operator<< even-

tually will be the one with the std::ostream& and int parameters – this

is achieved with the operator seen in Figure 3.17. Also, the compiler can

optimize out the call of the operator<< in the wrapper class.

Within a single module, our wrapper class can be easily used, as

we did during the development. When accessing to external function

we need to get access to the wrapped raw value. Other solution is to

make wrapper calls for the externals, and pack out the value only in the

wrapper function. This is mandatory only for the C library, but not for

the entire C++ library, since it is mostly a template library.
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for(Safe<int> i=0;i<100;++i)
{
std::cout << i << std::endl;

}

Figure 3.18: Sample loop using ++, < and <<.

Thanks to the template mechanism in C++, the cost of the wrapper

class must be paid only at compile time. Because the wrapper offers very

limited run-time features, the compiler can optimize the usage. In prac-

tice, the C++ compiler can generate the same code for classes with only

one member and for member itself. The only difference from the raw

type is that the member is always initialized – but this provides a deter-

ministic behavior. For example, the bool will be false, the numbers will

be zero, and pointers will be nullptr. Thus, mystic behavior caused by

an uninitialized boolean value can be avoided.

However, the software product can be based on our wrapper class,

and all of the modules can use the same technique. In this case, a very

little part needs additional wrapper function, since the low number of

the externals.

Furthermore, the life without implicit casts does not stop, there are

programming languages without the whole implicit cast mechanism –

for example, our prototype language.

typedef Safe<char> schar;
typedef Safe<int> sint;
typedef Safe<unsigned int> suint;
template<class T> using svector = std::vector<Safe<T>>;
template<class T> using slist = std::list<Safe<T>>;

Figure 3.19: Example typedefs and usings to simplify the usage of the
Safe template class.

In order to simplify the usage of the wrapper template class, pro-

grammers may introduce typedefs and usings. An example can be seen

in Figure 3.19. Using typedefs, usings or macros, the built-in types can

be replaced in existing software, and since the wrapped types are trans-

parent if used well – i.e. only explicit conversions are used –, there is no
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impediment to use the wrapped types.

Since many languages exclude implicit casts, and the programmers

can still use these languages, we aimed to eliminate implicit casts from

C++ programs. Our wrapper class can be used almost everywhere, but

the external functions can cause some problems. For these external

functions we recommend to use inline wrapper functions to extract the

raw value from the wrapper class.

The Welltype programming language follows the discussed seman-

tics above, see Section 5.5 in Chapter 5.

3.2 User-defined data types

In order to extend the usable types, the programming languages are

usually offer an opportunity to introduce higher order types or user-

defined data types. Types can be constructed by using one or more op-

eration on existing types. Such as Cartesian product, union, powerset,

function set and subset [66].

In one aspect, using types to carry information in the program can

detect misconceptions by generating compile errors. This feature works

if the programming language does uses type name equivalence instead

of structural type equivalence. The Welltype programming language

uses type name equivalence, like other mainstream languages such as

C, C++, Java and C#, etc.

Functional programming languages frequently supports algebraic

data types [67]. This type construction is less common in imperative

(and in object-oriented) programming languages, however, the Welltype

language supports it, see Section 5.5.1 in Chapter 5.

Attempts was made to give algebraic data types in C++ [68, 69].

However, these attempts did not resulted any practical solution. The

FC++ library [70] developed good functional programming construc-

tions in C++, but lacks the support of algebraic data types.

3.3 Parameter passing by-value or by-reference

Knowing the parameter passing method of a programming language

is crucial, because the misuse can heavily affect the performance. The
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default parameter passing method in C and C++ language is by-value.

This means, the parameters will be copied when a function is about to

be called. If the parameter is a simple integer or a character or just

a boolean value, the copy is not that expensive. However, user-defined

types are usually takes much more space, thus it takes more effort to

copy them.

In order to avoid massive number of copies, the C language pass all

arrays by their start address. This is a simple optimization originated

from how the arrays are stored in C.

Additionally, the C++ language offers an opportunity to pass the pa-

rameters by-reference. This is a new syntactical element compared to

the C language. Unfortunately, the default parameter passing method is

still by-value. This problem can easily escalate, and the program takes

a large amount of its run time only to copy structs and classes. Some

C++ compiler can optimize a few copy operation out, but not all of them.

Note that, the compiler shall continue to meet the requirements of the

C++ standard after optimizing copies out.

As we can see, the default by-value parameter passing method can

be harmful. We made a function parameter analysis of TinyXML, and the

results can be seen in Figure 2.7, showing that the number of mutable

reference parameters is low. This measurement is important, because

we can see that passing an immutable reference in many functions can

improve the performance, while the semantics of those functions are

preserved. Not least, the program will be faster due to quick parameter

passing and by sparing copy operations.

The Java language solves this problem by taking all class arguments

by reference. The C# language do the same with classes, but passes

the structs and primitve types by value – however, this can be overrid-

den with ref or out. The Welltype language passes all primitive types

by value, and all object types (includes string, file, seq<T>, record,

an so on) by reference. More precisely, the object types are passed as

immutable reference by default. See section 5.5.2 in Chapter 5.

The C++ language give an other perspective to eliminate copies by

moving the content of the object. This also introduce a new parameter

qualifier, the r-value reference which is denoted by &&. Unfortunately,

easy to make mistakes in the world of the C++ move semantics [2, 4].
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3.4 C++ move semantics

Copy semantics play a central role in modern object-oriented lan-

guages. Certain languages have reference semantics. Objects are cre-

ated in a (possibly managed) heap, and are referred by unique handlers

(pointers, references). When we apply assignment between such objects

the actual operation has effect only on the handlers: the handler of the

left side of the assignment will refer the object referred by the right side.

No data is copied between the referred objects. This strategy is called as

shallow copy. For deep copy programmers have to define specific user

operations, like implementing the clone() method from Cloneable in-

terface in Java [35].

The C and C++ languages have value semantics [60, 71]. Objects of

C and C++ – either having built-in or user defined types – can exist in the

stack, in the static memory or in the heap. In all cases variables identify

the raw set of bits of objects without intermediate handlers. When we

apply assignment, we copy raw bits by default.

Object-oriented languages are designed to give programmers the

possibility of creating new types in the form of classes. Such types may

be constructed from other complex types in a recursive manner and

copying their raw bits may not be the proper copy semantics. For such

cases programmers in C++ may define copy constructor for initializa-

tion and the operator= for assignment. These operations usually imple-

mented using the already defined copy operations of subobjects or the

explicit copy instructions decided by the programmer. When no user de-

fined copy constructor or assignment operator have been provided the

default memberwise copy operations will be applied1.

While this behavior is very convenient when we want to encapsu-

late the implementation of classes and building higher abstractions, it

may also be a cause of serious performance issues. In case of complex

classes, like matrices, vectors, lists, a single assignment may cascad-

ing down to a huge number of bit-level copies. This phenomenon exists

for the containers of the C++ standard library too. Temporary objects

created during the evaluation of expressions can be also critical perfor-

1From C++11 onwards move operations are also generated by the compiler in certain
conditions.
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mance bottlenecks. The used new and delete operators, the overhead of

the extra loops and memory accesses are costly operations.

Todd Veldhuizen investigated this issue as early as 1995, and sug-

gested C++ expression templates [61]. The basic idea of the expression

templates is to record only the operations, and defer the evaluation of

the resultant object. Technically this method builds the expression tree,

thus the operands remain intact. This can heavily improve the perfor-

mance in some situations.

As Porkoláb described the problem in [72], the earliest applica-

tions of template metaprogramming aimed to eliminate the overhead of

object-oriented programming in numerical computations. To understand

the root of the problem, consider the following scenario.

We want to implement numerical computations with the help of the

well-designed class Array, which encapsulates a vector of floating point

numbers, and basic operations like addition and multiplication. With the

help of the operator overloading we can write the following code:

class Array;

Array a,b,c,d;

a = b + c + d;

Unfortunately, when we execute the above operation, certain inef-

fective computation will happen. The operation b + c will produce a

temporary Array as the result, and this temporary will be added to d,

which produces an other temporary. Temporary Array objects will allo-

cate space in the heap – a relatively slow operation – and will copy a

huge number of bytes. We should not forget the destruction, we end up

with something similar to the following pseudo-code:

double* _t1 = new double[N]; // b+c

for ( int i=0; i<N; ++i)
_t1[i] = b[i] + c[i];

double* _t2 = new double[N]; // _t1+d

for ( int i=0; i<N; ++i)
_t2[i] = _t1[i] + d[i];
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for ( int i=0; i<N; ++i)

a[i] = _t2[i];

delete[] _t2;

delete[] _t1;

Veldhuizen measured 50–500 percentage performance loss due to ex-

tra heap operations, memory access, etc. [61]. Meanwhile, a FORTRAN-

style code could keep the high performance when implementing the fol-

lowing algorithm:

for(int i=0; i<N; ++i)

a[i] = b[i] + c[i] + d[i];

It seems we should have choose between manageable object-

oriented style code and the efficient FORTRAN style one. Expression

templates, invented independently by Todd Veldhuizen [61] and David

Vandevoorde [73] are a possible modus vivendi between manageable

object-oriented code and efficiency. Expression templates are recursive

templates which are used to represent (typically arithmetic) expres-

sions. Building up the parser tree and delaying computations instead

of immediately evaluating the expression gives us more chances to elim-

inate temporaries and to optimize the execution process. The real eval-

uation happens later when we refer to a certain element of the result.

This technique is often called lazy evaluation.

Other template metaprogramming solutions also appeared [64, 63,

74, 62]. The basic idea is to avoid the creation of temporaries and unnec-

essary copies, but ”steal” the resources of the operands, i.e. move the

ownership of the data representation between assigned objects. Such

move operations can be implemented library-based, like the Boost.Move

library [75] with overloading the original copy operations. Library-based

solutions, however, fail to distinguish objects which are destroyable, i.e.

their resources can be safely moved out.

To distinguish non-destroyable objects from possible sources of move

operations, i.e. those which can be destroyed language support is des-

perately required. The C++11 standard has introduced a new reference
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class Base
{
public:
Base(const Base& rhs); // copy ctor
Base(Base&& rhs); // move ctor
Base& operator=(const Base& rhs); // copy assignment
Base& operator=(Base&& rhs); // move assignment

// ...
};

Figure 3.20: Copy- and move constructors.

Base f();

void g(Base&& arg_)
{

Base var1 = arg_; // applies copy: Base::Base(const Base&)
Base var2 = f(); // applies move: Base::Base(Base&&)

} // arg_ goes out of scope here

Figure 3.21: Named rvalue explained.

type: the rvalue reference [76, 33]. In the source code, the rvalue ref-

erences have a new syntax && to yield reference to destroyable objects.

Using this syntax, constructors, copy constructors and assignment op-

erators can be overloaded with multiple types. Constructors and assign-

ment operators with rvalue parameters are called move constructors

and move assignments, as we can see in Figure 3.20. The move con-

structor and move assignment changes the ownership of the data repre-

sentation of the argument object, and set it to an unspecified but valid

(destroyable) state.

Note that, the actual parameter passed in the place of an overloaded

constructor may be either an rvalue or an lvalue. When the object passed

as parameter is referred by a name, then it is lvalue, otherwise it may

be an rvalue. This rule – often referred as ”if it has a name” rule – is

explained in Figure 3.21.

Unfortunately, this is one of the situations where C++ programmers

can easily make mistakes, and no errors or warnings will be generated

by the compiler. In Figure 3.22 we can see a base and a derived class.
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class Base
{
public:

Base(const Base& rhs); // copy ctor
Base(Base&& rhs); // move ctor
Base& operator=(const Base& rhs); // copy assignment
Base& operator=(Base&& rhs); // move assignment
// ...

};
class Derived : public Base
{
public:

Derived(const Derived& rhs); // copy ctor
Derived(Derived&& rhs); // move ctor
Derived& operator=(const Derived& rhs); // copy assignment
Derived& operator=(Derived&& rhs); // move assignment
// ...

};
Derived(Derived&& rhs) : Base(rhs) // wrong: rhs is an lvalue
{ // calls Base(const Base& rhs)

// Derived-specific stuff
}

Figure 3.22: Derived class from Base. Wrong move constructor.

The Base class has a proper copy constructor and a move constructor.

The implementation of the copy constructor uses costly copy operations,

while the move constructor uses move semantics.

In the code snippet in Figure 3.22, the Derived(Derived &&) move

constructor is intended to use move semantics, and the Base subobject is

supposed to be moved using the base class move constructor. However,

because of the if it has a name rule explained above, the Derived con-

structor passes the (named) parameter rhs as an lvalue to the Base(rhs)

constructor call, therefore the copy constructor of the Base subobject

will be called. Even if the derived part of the object is moved, the base

subobject is copied instead of being moved. This is obviously against to

the programmer’s intention. As there is no syntax error in the code –

just an unwanted overload resolution – no diagnostic message will be

emitted by the compiler.

The correct solution is given on Figure 3.23. Here the std::move

call is used to convert the named rhs variable to right value. We have to

mention here, that std::move has nothing to do with the moving of the
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Derived(Derived&& rhs)
: Base(std::move(rhs)) // good: rhs is rvalue

// calls Base(Base&& rhs)
{
// Derived-specific stuff

}

Figure 3.23: Derived class from Base. Proper move constructor.

template<class T>
void swap(T& a, T& b)
{
T tmp(std::move(a));
a = std::move(b);
b = std::move(tmp);

}

Figure 3.24: swap with move semantics.

objects, it is merely an lvalue to rvalue conversion.

The situation in Figure 3.24 is similar. Here we implemented a tem-

plated swap operation, which changes the values of the two parameters

using a temporary variable. In the implementation it is critical to write

the std::move calls for the constructor and for the assignments, because

the variables a, b, tmp all have names. Without the lvalue to rvalue con-

version using std::move all of them would be copied instead of being

moved and the code would likely be executed slower than as assumed.

As functions like swap are usually time critical, such performance degra-

dations are considered as serious errors.

Given as the move semantic is relatively new in the C++ language,

programmers tend to make similar mistakes. Moreover, there are situa-

tions, when mistakes related to move semantics are hidden deep in the

code as we will see in the following example.

In the sample code on Figure 3.25 we have filled an std::vector

container v1 and an std::set container s1 with moveable and copyable

objects from the same class X. We then apply the std::move algorithm

to move objects from the v1 vector and from the s1 set into the target

container vector v2. The used three parameter version of the std::move
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int main()
{
std::set<X> s1;

s1.insert(X(1));
s1.insert(X(2));

std::vector<X> v1;

v1.push_back(X(1));
v1.push_back(X(2));

std::vector<X> v2; v2.resize(s1.size());
std::move(v1.begin(), v1.end(), v2.begin());
std::move(s1.begin(), s1.end(), v2.begin());

return 0;
}

Figure 3.25: Moving objects between containers

template<class InputIt, class OutputIt>
OutputIt move(InputIt first, InputIt last, OutputIt d_first)
{
while (first != last)
{

*d_first++ = std::move(*first++); // *1*
}
return d_first;

}

Figure 3.26: Implementation of std::move.

algorithm is a simple loop iteration over the interval defined by the first

two parameters and applying (one parameter) std::move for the current

element to move it to the target compiler defined by the third parameter

as we seen on Figure 3.26. This standard algorithm is exactly the sug-

gested tool for moving instead of copying objects from one container to

an other.

Moving objects between the two vectors will work as we expected,

using the implemented move assignment operator of class X. Surpris-
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ingly, the same algorithm will copy the objects from the set container to

the vector using the copy assignment operator of class X.

To understand the reasons, first we have to consider that std::set

is an associative container, i.e. objects are stored in ordered manner.

For sets, the ordering key is the whole object. Therefore, modification

of objects in sets are forbidden – we don’t want their changed key val-

ues be inconsistent to their storing position. Thus, objects in sets be-

have like constants. To ensure that behavior, both set::iterator and

set::const_iterator types refer to constant objects. The expression

*first++ at *1* on Figure 3.26 therefore is a reference to a constant

object of type X which is convertible to const X& (copy semantics) but

do not convertible to X&& (move semantics). As their move assignment

operator is unavailable, objects in the set will be copied to the vector.

We want to emphasize, that the same algorithm, std::move, worked

completely different way when applied to different containers. No diag-

nostics message was emitted, the code compiled and worked in an un-

intentional way. To make the situation even harder to detect, the actual

copy operations happened in a standard library function.

Our method and prototype tool is analyzing such issues to detect

unintentional copy operations, like those in the mentioned example.

In C++11 a new feature has been introduced to able the pro-

grammers to annotate the code, and to support more sophisticated

domain-specific language integration without modifying the C++ com-

piler [77, 74]. The new feature is called generalized attributes [78, 79].

Currently this is rarely used, because the lack of standard custom at-

tributes, but it is a great extension opportunity in the language.

Most important C++ compilers, like GNU g++ and the Clang com-

piler (which is a C++ frontend for the LLVM [80, 36]) parse the gener-

alized attributes, binds to the proper Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) node

even if Clang displays a warning, because all generalized attributes are

ignored for code generation. Even if the attributes are ignored for code

generation, they are included in the abstract syntax tree, and they can

be used for extension purposes. In our case, we will annotate functions

and statements about the expected copy/move semantics. For example,

the original code in Figure 3.24 can be annotated with the [[move]]

attribute as can be seen in Figure 3.27.
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template<class T>
void swap(T& a, T& b)
{
[[move]] T tmp(std::move(a));
[[move]] a = std::move(b);
[[move]] b = std::move(tmp);

}

Figure 3.27: The swap function with annotated statements.

template<class T>
[[move]]
void swap(T& a, T& b)
{
T tmp(std::move(a));
a = std::move(b);
b = std::move(tmp);

}

Figure 3.28: The annotated version of the swap function.

Though, the statements are validated correctly, the annotations are

redundant and every line starts with the same [[move]] attribute. To

avoid this, the whole function can be annotated as can be seen in Fig-

ure 3.28. Annotating the whole function changes the default semantics

of the statements inside the function – the unannotated functions have

copy semantics by default.

Our validator tool use two different annotations: [[move]], and

[[copy]]. To determine the expected semantics of a statement needed

the default behavior of the function (which defaults to [[copy]] in the

most cases, but it can be overridden), and the optional statement anno-

tation. If the statement does not have annotations, then the semantics

of the statement is the same as the semantics of the function. If the

statement contains e.g. a constructor call, then the tool checks whether

the proper constructor call is made. When not the proper constructor

is called, then the tool displays a diagnostic message. Furthermore, our

tool validates the implementation of the move constructors. As can be

seen in Figure 3.23, easy to make mistakes in the move constructor. As

to prevent these errors, the tool sets the default semantics of the move
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Figure 3.29: Value types of an expression since C++11.

constructors to [[move]] instead of [[copy]].

Note that, the built-in types, like int and long do not have construc-

tors, so the tool will allow to copy primitive types even if the [[move]]

attribute is set. This decision is based on the fact, that there is no funda-

mental performance difference between moving or copying elementary

built-in types.

The summary of the algorithm developed and implemented in a pro-

totype tool [13] is the following:

1. For each visited constructor and method: push the current seman-

tic mode, and set up a new one. The new context can be either copy

or move, depending on the attributes or the default mode.

2. For each constructor initializer: check whether the initializer ex-

pression meets the current semantic mode – in case of move se-

mantics we require a move constructor call for non built-in types.

3. For each operator call: in case of move semantics we require an

x-value for right-hand side expression. In the current prototype im-

plementation we check only operator=s.

The predecessor work [4] focused on attribute-based checks, but

open source projects are not using the introduced attributes. We needed

an alternate approach to apply the tool on large code base.

The first remark is related to the move constructors and the move as-

signments. Our algorithm handles these functions differently by provid-
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[[sem::move]]
void f()
{
std::vector<X> sv(4); sv.push_back(X());

}

Figure 3.30: push_back() guarded by the [[move]] attribute

ing implicit move semantic context. This means, the programmer does

not have to explicitly mark these functions to use the move semantic

context. Thus, the number of the potentially required attributes is min-

imal. In fact, only a few special functions need the [[move]] attribute

– for example the 3-parameter std::move function which improper use

can been seen in Figure 3.25.

The second remark is a modification in the algorithm. We noticed

that, the use of the 1-parameter std::move does the most of the work.

We can gather every meaningless std::move calls, if the result type of

the call is not moveable. This change does not affect the other parts of

the algorithm, because this uses the call expression AST node. There-

fore, all call expressions which calls the std::move and the result value

is not moveable, are reported by our tool as ”Suspicious move”.

The misuse of the 3-parameter std::move are reported by the tool, so

the usage of the [[move]] are not required here. Hence, the usage of the

[[move]] attribute is only needed in very special cases. For example, the

usage of the std::vector requires some attention, because the move

constructor and the move assignment operator will not be used when the

noexcept is missing from its declarations. However, an explicit [[move]]

attribute can be useful, for instance the code snippet in Figure 3.30.

In the sample code in Figure 3.25 we used an annotated version

of std::move to validate the semantics. To require move semantics in

std::move we used the [[move]] annotation.

After running the tool on the modified code, the tool detected the

misuse of the std::move:

Copy assignment found instead of move assignment, xvalue=1,

const=1

The error message describes the problem, and the reasons as well.
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template<class T>
[[sem::move]]
void swap(T& a, T& b)
{
T tmp(a); // (*1)
a = b; // (*2)
b = std::move(tmp);

}

Figure 3.31: swap with wrong move semantics.

In the example above, the problem with the assignment is the fact the

right-hand side of the assignment cannot be moved. Even it is an x-value,

but it has a constant qualifier. Therefore the assignment does not satisfy

the required move semantics.

In the sample code in Figure 3.22 the move constructor of the

Derived class is wrong. Our tool can detect this kind of errors, and gives

a message:

Copy constructor found instead of move constructor

A intentionally wrong code can be seen in Figure 3.31, which is a

modified version of the code seen in Figure 3.24. If we remove the lvalue

to rvalue conversion with std::move in the line marked with (*1) in

Figure 3.31, the tool displays the expected diagnostics message:

Copy constructor found instead of move constructor

If we also remove the lvalue to rvalue conversion with std::move in

the next line marked with (*2) the tool also detect the error:

Copy assignment found instead of move assignment, xvalue=0,

const=1

However, the usage of the [[move]] attribute is decreased since the

first version of out tool. In the current version, the attribute is required

only in some special cases to confirm the move semantics. One of these

special cases can be seen in Figure 3.30. That small code snippet will

copy every elements in the vector, when the noexcept is not present at

the move constructor of the X class. The reason is clear: the std::vector
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will not use the move constructor if it is not noexcept – but the copy

constructor will be used instead.

As we added extra functionality to the Clang parser, we have to con-

sider the possible increasing of parsing time. However, the overhead

during the parsing was not measurable. During the check we have two

additional activities: step 1: the parsing of the generalized attributes,

and step 2: evaluating of the copy/move semantics for a certain opera-

tion.

Step 1 is linearly bounded by the source size. During the evaluation

of step 2 we do not descend recursively through the whole call-chain,

but evaluate only on the first level copy/move operations. Therefore, we

evaluate all functions only once. This is also linearly bounded by the

source size. Template instantiations are evaluated for each specializa-

tions. However, this is linearly bounded by the normal template special-

ization generation activity of the compiler.

We measured the run time of the tool on a small part of the Clang.

The original compilation time was 635,13 seconds. During the second

run we inserted our checker program into the toolchain. The measured

time was 637,39 seconds. The overhead is barely measurable: 2,26 sec-

ond, which is less than 0,4 percent.

The tool is available as a public domain software, and downloadable

from [13].

An other approach to detect the mistakes made regarding the move

semantics would be to apply a Worst-case Execution Time analysis [81,

82]. A proposal we made is published in [9].

In other languages, other kind of semantic information can be found.

For example, Welltype offers a strict syntax designed to reduce the num-

ber of errors due to misspelling, and the semantics can prevent numer-

ous malicious constructions, such as implicit casts. Thus, the control

flow can be easily followed at source level.

Also, the Welltype handles the difference between pure and impure

functions. This information is stored in the compiled binary, and it is

used by the dynamic loader when a program refers to an other function

– for example when the program imports a function.

Furthermore, only pure functions or expressions can be used in some

constructions, such as assertions, pre- and post-conditions. The reason
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is very clear: when the compiler excludes the assertions, then the be-

havior of the program could be different, when the expression has side-

effect. However, in Welltype the expressions used in assertions must be

pure expressions – which means, only pure functions can be called. This

restriction can prevent serious vulnerabilities.

3.5 Contributions

I investigated the negative consequences related to the permissive

type systems, especially the implicit conversions in the current main-

stream programming languages. I designed and implemented a wrap-

per class based solution to solve the problem in C++. I specified an

algorithm which detects the possible misuse of C++11 move seman-

tics. I created and tested a prototype tool implementing the algorithm. I

specified the semantics of the Welltype language to avoid the mentioned

issues and defined the data types with their expected behavior.

Related articles

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

Semantics X X X X - X - -
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Chapter 4

Compiling, linking, binary

compatibility and testing

4.1 Binary compatibility

Modern software systems tend to use the dynamic approach [83, 84]

as it results smaller binary code and faster compile/link time. Binary

compatibility is important when we have multiple releases of a software

module while using dynamically linked libraries. Suppose that we can

successfully compile all versions. The question is whether the client bi-

nary that uses one of the compiled versions is able to use the other bi-

nary versions without modification? When the answer is yes, we can say

the versions are binary compatible. When we compile and link [85, 86]

multiple modules to – for example – an executable we can fix the prob-

lem easily: just recompile the affected modules. However, when we have

no control on compilation and linking, like in case of C and C++ dy-

namic libraries, it is not trivial to decide which versions of the library

are compatible. This is a common situation when library maintainers

should modify a library and produce a shared object which will be used

on-demand by unknown users. Breaking binary compatibility in this case

causes the client program to crash. However, the problem is not limited

to C or C++, this is a real-life issue, for example, in Java as well [87, 88].

Binary incompatibility can happen in more mystical reasons to. In

one of our projects (it was the Welltype compiler itself) there was mul-

tiple C++ sources that used the FlexLexer.h, which is a system-wide
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header belongs to the flex tool. The source files have been already com-

piled, when a system upgrade was performed. The flex package was

upgraded as well, and the FlexLexer.h was changed (two fields lost

the reference qualifier). After that, one of the source files that use the

FlexLexer.h changed, and a build was performed. Since the system-

wide headers are not a real dependencies in the build system, only the

changed C++ files were recompiled – then the executable was linked.

Thus the executable crashed, because the changes of the FlexLexer.h

was not applied in all source, and the old object files became incompat-

ible with the new ones. The problem originated to the linker, because it

cannot recognized such inconsistencies.

In the following, we present a very simple example written in C++

for binary incompatible library. First, the original version:

// API (lib.h)

#include <string>

class Test

{

std::string _a;

std::size_t _b;

public:

Test(const std::string & a) : _a(a), _b(a.length()) { }

const std::string & get() const;

std::size_t length() const { return _b; }

};

// implementation (lib.cpp)

#include "lib.h"

const std::string & Test::get() const

{

return _b;

}

// client program (main.cpp)

#include "lib.h"

#include <iostream>

int main(int argc, char* argv[])
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{

Test test("hello");

std::cout << "begin" << std::endl;

std::cout << test.get() << ": " << test.length()

<< std::endl;

std::cout << test.get().length() << std::endl;

std::cout << "end" << std::endl;

return 0;

}

If we alter the original API by swapping members _a and _b, and we

recompile only the library, then the original client program using the

new dynamic library will obviously crash at some point.

// altered API (lib.h)

#include <string>

class Test

{

std::size_t _b; // NOTE the swapped

std::string _a; // members

public:

Test(const std::string & a) : _a(a), _b(a.length()) { }

const std::string & get() const;

std::size_t length() const { return _b; }

};

Since the members were swapped, the original code and the recom-

piled library addresses the _a and the _b at different offsets, there-

fore the stored and later used data is inconsistent, because the fields

are randomly accessed. Moreover, an std::string shall not be inter-

preted as an integer (more precisely std::size_t), and especially, an

std::size_t shall not be interpreted as std::string. And this will

cause the crash. Note, however, that this is a very simple, and trivial ex-

ample how binary incompatibility cause serious problems. As mentioned

above, a run time crash is still better than a miscalculation.

The Welltype language aimed to avoid binary incompatibilities: since

the Welltype dynamic loader recursively validates all imported ele-
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ments, it is able to detect incompatibilities. The signature of the func-

tions are validated, including the name of the functions, number and

type of the arguments and the returned types, and the pure property.

Records are also recursively validated, which consists of name of the

record, and number, type and name of the fields. The reason why the

Welltype validates recursively, is to detect the changes. For instance, if

two fields in a record are swapped, the client program will still contain

code for the original record, but the other side assumes the modified

version of the record – thus, the program will not work. Therefore, it is

reasonable to detect this kind of changes at load time, and the runtime

environment can refuse to load the incompatible program.

This mechanism ensures that binary incompatibilities caused by a

side effect of the language will not occur, since the binary interface

is well-defined. For example, in C++ if the programmer uses only the

public API of a class, the compiler may generate inline code that will

percolate code from the library into the client program. This is an easy

way to make the client program binary incompatible to the next version

of the library. However, Welltype prevents this situation, and the binary

interface cannot be bridged like in C++.

Binary compatibility is an issue poorly recognized by language de-

signers, but can cause serious headache for maintainers of large soft-

ware projects. When already compiled clients are linked against dif-

ferent versions of libraries, incompatible library versions can cause

the client code to crash or even worse, to running in undefined way.

This problem frequenty occurs with C/C++ programs using dynamic li-

braries, but the issue is not limited to C++, also happens in Java and

other languages. Welltype recursively validates modules to link and for-

bids incompatible usage.

What is a binary compatible change is very hard to decide. Language

specifications, like the ISO C++ standard [89], do not even mention

binary compatibility. Subtle changes, like making an existing member

function virtual or adding a new exception may brake compatibility. Ex-

perts are collecting tips and rules [90, 91, 92], but those are specific

to platform, compiler or even compiler flags to set optimization level. At

the moment there are no reliable tool or method to check whether a new

library is binary compatible with its previous version.
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Nowadays, the programs are stored in well-known binary formats,

and the used format varies through operating system. For example, mod-

ern Unix and Linux systems use the ELF [93, 94] format (Executable and

Linkable Format) since the nineties. Windows systems use the PE [95]

format (Portable Executable). The common in these formats that they

provide symbol sharing across dynamic libraries and other programs.

The mechanism is unfortunately is too simple to provide possibility to

detect binary incompatibility. The C-style linkage consists of basically

just function names without any additional information. The C++-style

linkage, however, uses mangled names which encapsulates additional in-

formation about the function: encodes the type names of the arguments,

including namespaces and templates.

In C and C++ the GNU team developed a solution [96, 97, 98] to

append version number to symbols in the ELF (Executable and Linkable

Format) [93, 94] files. These information later can be used by the static

or dynamic linker.

In the Java language a phenomenon can be observed when using in-

tegral public static final variables. Any class can have such a vari-

able, and these values are free to use by other classes, because it is

public. The Java compiler is entitled to optimize such variable by inlin-

ing it, hence it is static final. Note that, this applies only to integral

types, not for classes. However, if this value is used in the API to identify

a case, and the value is changed later, then the compiled program will

use different values. This is strange situation, but we can state that, the

compiler took a value behind the API, and by „stealing” it, the program is

„over-optimized”. Therefore, the Welltype language will not allow such

construction. This issue can be resolved by

• storing the value in the binary API description, which will be

matched during the program loading;

• or by not allowing it at all. Let the programmer introduce a func-

tion that return the value: in this case the compiler cannot „steal”

the value, and the program will not suffer from potential binary

incompatibility.

Interestingly, the Java language defines the binary compatibility of an

enumeration (enum), and letting new enum values to be introduced. How-
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ever, the program can fail at run time when tries to access an enum con-

stant that was removed. This lazy binary compatibility checking mech-

anism can easily lead to unfortunate situations. The Welltype, on the

other hand, requires that if the program passed the checks during the

program loading, the program shall not fail at run time due to incompat-

ible components.

The opportunity in Java to introduce new enum constants or reorder-

ing the existing constants is flexible. The Welltype langauge does not

allow such opportunity, because the language provides numerous invari-

ants and generated auxiliary functions for an enum – details can be seen

in Section 5.5.3.

4.2 Welltype Dynamic Loader

As we seen above, binary compatibility is really an issue in long-term

development. The incompatibilities can cause the program to crash or,

even worse, miscalculations that break invariants. Thus, programmers

must take actions to avoid such incompatibilities. While in the current,

mainstream programming languages only conventions can get rid of bi-

nary incompatibilities, the Welltype language explicitly and strictly spec-

ifies the binary compatibility.

The Welltype language [6, 10, 11] is an imperative programming lan-

guage, designed to be safe: strict syntax and strong type system. While

the Welltype language is safe, it is still feature rich – supports algebraic

data types. Welltype programs can be dynamically linked, performed by

the dynamic loader.

The Welltype Dynamic Loader will validate whether the program to

be loaded meets the already loaded restrictions. If the loader finds a

program is binary incompatible, then it will be refused from loading.

In order for the dynamic loader to be capable to make decision like

that, programs must define their public interface: what elements they

require and what elements they publish into the environment. These el-

ements can be types, functions, operators, etc. Note that this is a notable

difference from the standard ELF or PE formats, where only the func-

tion symbol names are stored, and everything else is assumed. However,

this applies mainly to the C language, because the C++ symbols contain
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more information, even type names, since it is required to resolve func-

tion overloads.

The Welltype specification states that all external references must be

explicitly indicated, the source code must contain what elements needs

to be imported. These references are used twice: First, during the com-

pilation to let the compiler know what undefined but declared elements

can be used. Second, during the dynamic linking to bind the externals

to the program. After all externals are bound, the program can be ex-

ecuted. Naturally, the indicated externals will be part of the compiled

program if they actually referenced – the unreferenced externals will be

ignored.

On the other hand, any program can export a set of elements into

the runtime environment. These exported elements later can be used

by other programs. The one definition rule [99] – which is a basic con-

cept of the Welltype language – cannot be violated when exporting func-

tions into the runtime environment. This rule will specify a loading order

among the programs, since no program can actually import an undefined

element.

The importance of the one-definition rule can be easily understood.

It is trivial to define two functions with the same signature while their

implementation is different. In order to use the same implementation by

all the loaded programs, it is mandatory to enforce this rule. Note that,

however, it is not required to load one specific implementation into the

environment. This dynamic mechanism allows to load different imple-

mentations to the same program – while the signatures are match.
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The loading procedure will process all export and import sections, in

the order specified in the program binary. The algorithm used to export

elements is the following:

procedure export_element(environ, program, elem)

if not element_is_exported(environ, elem) then

if element_is_function(elem) then

error: one definition rule violated

end if

end if

rep := build_representation(program, elem)

register(environ, rep)

end procedure

The algorithm used to import elements is a bit more complicated but

straightforward:

procedure import_element(environ, program, elem)

rep := find_element_by_primary_attr(environ, elem)

if rep is NIL then

error: unresolved external

end if

if not element_is_compatible(elem, rep) then

error: element is incompatible

end if

write_import_info(program, elem, rep)

add_reference(program, rep)

end procedure

The mentioned primary attributes are unique to all elements described

in Section 4.2.1.

4.2.1 Elements in the binary interface

The concept of the binary interface consists of the following ele-

ments: function signatures, operators, exceptions, and the types.
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The mentioned function signature – as expected – take part in the

binary interface. The function signature used in the binary consists of

• the name of the function, which is almost a custom zero-terminated

string with lesser exceptions;

• the number of argument;

• the exact types of all the arguments;

• the number of return values;

• the exact types of all return values;

• the pure attribute

• and (in case of export) the address of the entry point of the func-

tion.

If the signatures match, the loader assumes they functions are binary

compatible. The current version of the Welltype language does not spec-

ify other attributes to identify a function. This specification might looks

inadequate, but the strength of the dynamic loader (and the Welltype

language itself) are the types.

Primary attributes of the function signature are: name, number of

argument, and the types of the arguments. This is similar to the C++

language, because this is the minimal information required to resolve

function overloads.

The mentioned exact types in the listing above refers to the in-depth

type matching. The binary interface must hold the specification of all

types that are involved in export or import mechanism. This applies re-

cursively to other types as well. This topic will be discussed later.

The optional exceptions are also part of the binary interface. A Well-

type program can raise only exceptions that are defined in the program

or imported into the program. Note that the declared but not exported

exceptions will be implicitly exported, because the program needs a

global exception identifier (that globals to the runtime environment).

This mechanism will not cause any problems, because exceptions can be

exported multiple times while not violating the one-definition rule. Tech-

nically, the duplicate exception exports are ignored, and the program
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will implicitly import it. This can be done because the only information

about an exception is its name. Furthermore, the implicit export is used

to make reference to the original program that actually exported the

exception. Using the method, all program will know which exception to

be raised, and which exception to be caught. Since the exceptions are

identified in the binary only by its name, the name of the exception is

the primary attribute.

In addition to the already mentioned elements, operators are also

take part in the binary interface. The Welltype specification aimed the

goal to load programs that „speak the same interface”. Therefore, the

used operators are also matched, while it is somewhat unnecessary. The

reason behind this design decision is that two expressions are not the

same if the operator precedencies are not compatible. For example, the

expression a *+ b *- c can be interpreted two ways depending on the

precedencies:

1. (a *+ b) *- c

2. a *+ (b *- c)

Moreover, the associativity of the operator is also important, because

the expression a *+ b *+ c also can be interpreted two ways:

1. (a *+ b) *+ c

2. a *+ (b *+ c)

Therefore, the different precedency and associativity cause the source

code to be not the same with different settings. Thus the operator spec-

ification consists of:

• operator symbol (we distinguish two varieties: the classical opera-

tor form which consists of one or more operator symbol character

with lesser exceptions; and the identifier form which is any identi-

fier that accepted by the parser) – this is the only primary attribute;

• precedency ranging from 3 to 15;

• and the associativity (left or right).

The rules are quite similar to the exceptions: operators that not in the

built-in set must be imported, exported or declared. The declared only
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operators will be exported eventually. The built-in operator set is fixed

in the Welltype specification. Multi-defined operators are also ignored.

It is done because if all the three attributes match, it defines exactly the

same operator, and will be turn into a simple import.

4.2.2 Types in the binary interface

Types that specified in the current version of the Welltype language

are: enumeration type, function type, data type, record, private record

and limited record. The primary attribute is common to all types listed

here: the name of the type.

The enumeration type consists of:

• name of the type;

• number of enumerators;

• identifier of all the enumerators.

Exact match of the enumeration type is important because the programs

will communicate with enumerator indices, and every index must refer

to the same enumerator. Also, code might be generated on the imported

side. Therefore, the number and the identifier of the enumerators must

match.

The primary attribute of the function type is only its name, because

the Welltype specification identifies all types by only their name. This

is a little bit contrary to the specification of the function signature, but

the function type is a type, not an actual function. However, the function

type consists the same attributes as the function signature:

• name of the type;

• the number of argument;

• the exact types of all the arguments;

• the number of return values;

• the exact types of all return values;

• and the pure attribute.

In order to import a function type, all attributes listed above must ex-

actly match.
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The data type is the algebraic data type implementation in Welltype.

Therefore, the binary representation must reflect the complexity of this

type. The following attributes are stored:

• name of the type;

• number of constructors;

• index of the default constructor;

• for each constructor:

– name of the constructor;

– number of types in the constructor;

– list of the types.

The reason why the index of the default constructor is included in the

binary representation is similar to the explanation to the operators. This

attribute is somewhat unnecessary, but using different default construc-

tor can result totally different program from the same source code.

Moreover, if the actual data type does not have a default constructor,

then an important attribute will change. Without default constructor the

type is not default constructible, and this recursively affect other types.

The dynamic loader takes actions to avoid to alter such important at-

tribute like the default constructible.

The record type is quite similar to the struct used in C program-

ming language with one major difference: the complete layout is stored

in the compiled binary, and validated by the dynamic loader. The stored

layout consists of:

• the name of the type;

• the number of fields the record has;

• the list of the field types;

• and the names of all the fields.

The number of the fields and the types of all the fields are very im-

portant, because code will be generated on the importer side, which is

specific to the actual layout. For example, the size of the whole record
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depends on its fields. The records passed through different programs

must use the same layout, otherwise crash or miscalculation will occur.

The field names are stored only in order to ensure that the records are

the same. Example to the importance of the field names can be seen in

Figure 4.1. The layout is definitely the same (two int in both cases),

but with entirely different semantics. For example, accessing the y field

will use different memory slots. Therefore, the two records are binary

incompatible, but this scenario can be detected only if the record fields

are stored.

record vec
{
int x;
int y;

}
/* or */
record vec
{
int y; // NOTE: the fields are
int x; // swapped

}

Figure 4.1: Example code breaking the binary compatibility.

record my_record
{
int first;
bool second;
long third;

}

Figure 4.2: Example record to demonstrate the serialization.

For example, the record can be seen in Figure 4.2 will be compiled

into the following sequence:

"my_record", 3, 2, 1, 4, "first", "second", "third"

Where the type indices are int=2, bool=1 and long=4.

The record type might not the best choice for all situations, because

the record may evolve, or the representation intended to be hidden.
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Since the record type matches all fields, and the fields are free to access,

this construct is not optimal to these purposes. The private record is

used instead. Only the name of the type is stored (hence it is „private” ),

and the representation is entirely hidden. For the private record type

additional functions are required to be imported (or additional functions

must be exported). Because the fields are unknown, thus a constructor

function is required to construct them. Note that all private record are

still default constructible despite of the representation is unknown.

The non-default constructible version of the private record is the

limited record. The semantics is the same as the private record, but

the constructor function is not imported/exported. Apart from the de-

fault constructible attribute, the limited record and the private record

are the same construction.

4.3 Unit testing

Modern software development have to take testing into account

to ensure the reliability of the software product. Test-driven develop-

ment [100] requires to specify the new features first by writing new test

cases, and after implement it to fulfill the test cases. This method pro-

vides clear specification for the new features. Moreover, any reported

bugs become test cases, and the way of fixing it is the same. Finally, all

written test cases are part of the regression test.

Two major kind of tests are known: black-box and white-box test-

ing [101]. The black-box tests are focused on the input and the output:

for specific input, the specific output must be provided, and no matters

how. We could say black-box tests are testing the preconditions and the

postconditions [102]. The white-box tests are dedicated to get as high

code coverage as possible by providing different inputs to execute dis-

tinct parts of the code. Keeping the white-box tests cases up-to-date re-

quires huge effort when the implementation changes, during a refactor

for example.

The unit tests can be handled different ways. The tests can be writ-

ten by hand as any regular program, and refer to the libraries which

are tested. This technique is too inflexible, because numerous additional

code is required to make detailed error messages. The more general way
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is to use an existing test framework, because of the detailed error mes-

sages, large number of tools which are helpful when develop tests. Test

frameworks are available for all wide-spread programming language, for

example gtest [103] for C++ and JUnit [104] for Java.

However, the test frameworks are usually third party extensions for

a language, sometimes came with a platform-specific library. Further-

more, the created tests are regular programs, which must be executed

manually – or they are part of the build system. When the execution of

the tests are neglected, the quality of the software questionable. There-

fore, we need compiler support or at least some compile-time mecha-

nism to prevent the compilation of the wrong code at all.

For example, the Eiffel programming language introduced the De-

sign by Contract [105]: This is an approach for designing software.

The concept is to define a formal and precise interface specification

for the components before the implementation. The specification can be

extended with data type definitions, preconditions, postconditions and

invariants. These specifications are called „contracts”.

C++ is a multi-paradigm programming language designed for high

performance programming [71, 33, 106]. In the continuous evolution of

the language first object-oriented features have been introduced, later

essential elements of generative programming, like templates and the

STL library were invented. In recent versions in C++14, functional pro-

gramming achieved more and more importance [65]. In the same time,

C++ compile-time programming proved to be a Turing-complete sub-

language [107], and template metaprogram applications became popu-

lar [64].

By design no language support exists in C++ to construct test

cases. However, developers can use third-party tools and libraries to

write tests. One of these tools is the Google Test, also known as

gtest [103, 108, 109], and the Boost Test Library [110]. All third-party

tools carry the same problems:

• it is not ensured the availability on all architectures and operating

systems;

• the developer’s responsibility to execute the tests during the de-

velopment.
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The key idea is to relocate the functionality from third-party tools into

the C++ compiler. This endeavor can be observed in other C++ specific

areas, for example generating domain-specific languages at compile-

time [77]; or validating STL usages [45].

The C++11 introduced the static_assert mechanism, and the

programmers can write compile-time assertions. Furthermore, the

constexpr is introduced for optimization purposes, since the compiler is

entitled to evaluate all constexpr expressions. Note that, before C++11

the compiler could evaluate functions at compile time as well, but that

is done by optimization routines. Note that the C++ standard offers an

opportunity for this as long as the semantics is not violated. Many com-

pilers done this optimization due to obvious reasons. The constexpr is

more, because the compiler will accept a function as constexpr, when

the all called functions are constexpr, and the functions itself has no

side-effect. This definition excludes the usage of global variables. Con-

sequently, the evaluation of a constexpr function depends only on the

arguments. If all arguments are constants (literals, or return value of a

constexpr function), the function will be evaluated at compile-time. Oth-

erwise, it will be evaluated at run-time. The constexpr functions can be

named as pure functions, since the return value depends on the argu-

ments, and the result is the same every time. Furthermore, the C++14

relax the restrictions in the constexpr, so more complicated functions

can be written [111].

Putting the static_assert and the constexpr together, we can write

tests which are evaluated at compile-time. The compile-time tests are

the aid for all problems which came from the third-party tools, because

all actions are performed by the compiler. So, there is no additional de-

pendencies, and the C++ project is more portable. Using compile-time

tests results more reliability, because the source code will not compile if

one of the tests fail.

However, the compile-time tests requires specific preparation in the

software project. The declaration of the sample class can be seen in

Figure 4.3. Taking advantage of the behavior of the constexpr, all func-

tions are annotated with the constexpr where it was possible. The con-

structors are emphasized, because it is mandatory to construct pair at

compile-time. The targetted operation is the operator< – as it can be
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seen in the class declaration, it is a friend and a constexpr function.

class pair
{
int x, y;

public:
constexpr pair() : x(), y() { }
constexpr pair(int x, int y) : x(x), y(y) { }
constexpr int get_x() const { return x; }

friend constexpr bool operator<(const pair & lhs,
const pair & rhs);

friend std::ostream & operator<<(std::ostream & os,
const pair & rhs);

};

Figure 4.3: Preparations in the class declaration.

The implementation of the two declared operations in the class can

be seen in Figure 4.4. The operator< has the ordinal behavior of a less-

than operator. Note that, this function can be evaluated in compile-time

and in run-time as well, thus, it can be used in static_assert state-

ments.

In the sample code above, the implementation of the operator< is

correct, however, the correctness of the operator is not trivial in most

of the cases. Since the sample less-than operator can be evaluated at

compile-time, and pair objects can be constructed at compile-time (see

the constexpr), the code can be seen in Figure 4.5 is valid. Furthermore,

the compiler evaluates them, and checks the correctness of the less-than

operator based on the samples.

The counter-assertions, which fail on evaluation, can be seen in Fig-

ure 4.6. These assertions are intentionally wrong, and they are con-

structed to demonstrate the correctness of the static_assert.

Note that, the static assertions in Figure 4.5 and in Figure 4.6 are

placed right after the implementation of the less-than operator. Unlike

the regular assert, the static_assert can be places everywhere, so

the static assertions are placed outside all functions.
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constexpr bool operator<(const pair & lhs,
const pair & rhs)

{
return lhs.x<rhs.x
|| (lhs.x==rhs.x && lhs.y<rhs.y);

}

std::ostream & operator<<(std::ostream & os,
const pair & rhs)

{
return os << ’(’ << rhs.x

<< ", " << rhs.y << ’)’;
}

Figure 4.4: Trivial implementation of the operators which belong to the
pair class.

static_assert(!(pair() < pair()), "OK");
static_assert(pair() < pair(1, 0), "OK");
static_assert(pair(2, 5) < pair(5, 2), "OK");
static_assert(pair(2, 5) < pair(2, 6), "OK");

Figure 4.5: Static assertions which pass at compile-time.

Using this technique, any test cases can be written inside the source

code, and the compiler will evaluate them during the compilation. Fur-

thermore, using the constexpr is a good practice, since the pure func-

tions can be validated. Thus, the validation of the pure functions is an

additional test, and also it is a motivation to write critical functions –

such as less-than operator – side-effect free.

Furthermore, test cases can be generated during compilation with

constexpr functions. An example for the test case generator function

can be seen in Figure 4.7. The sample generates 200 different test cases

in total. However, different methods can be designed to increase the

coverage.

Unfortunately, the constexpr itself is a limitation, since only

constexpr functions can be tested at compile-time. Many other func-

tions, which use input and output (for example: file I/O, lock mecha-

nisms, networking), and implement intentionally impure functionality
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//static_assert(pair() < pair(), "fail");
//static_assert(pair(3, 0) < pair(), "fail");

Figure 4.6: Static assertions which fail at compile-time.

constexpr bool test_some(int from, int to)
{
return (from>to) || (pair(from, 0)<pair(from+1, 0)
&& test_some(from+1, to));

}

static_assert(test_some(-100, 100), "test some");

Figure 4.7: Generating test cases with recursive constexpr function.

(for example: random number generator, retrieving current time) can

not be tested.

An other limitation is the standard library, because the STL contain-

ers can not be used in static assertions due to the lack of constexpr. But

user-defined containers are permitted to use.

The assertions themselves can be wrong. However, this could be true

for any other tests, so this is not a real limitation.

The Welltype programming language handles the difference between

the pure and the impure functions. This information is explicitly written

in the source code – a function without any from these two attributes

defaulted to pure to prevent misuse. The pure functions in Welltype are

nearly the same as the constexpr functions in C++14. The restrictions

for the pure functions are clear: impure functions can not be used, usage

of the global variables are forbidden. The compiler uses this information

in several checks: for example, only pure functions can be used in asser-

tions, and in pre- and post conditions. This is consequent, because it is

unacceptable when the expression in an assertion has side-effects. The

meaning of the whole program can be totally different with and without

assertions.

We implemented a new feature in our programming language to

support compile-time testing. The initial version uses the pure function

mechanism, because the returned value of the pure functions are only

depends on the arguments. Furthermore, the returned value is always
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the same, when the function get the same arguments. Due to this prop-

erty, the testing of the pure functions are established.

The default output of our compiler is a binary which can be executed

on our Welltype virtual machine. The virtual machine has some special

instructions which needed to execute the compiled Welltype programs

efficiently. Since the compiled code can be executed on a virtual ma-

chine, and this is part of the compiler, the compiler itself can execute

(almost) any programs during the compilation – even if the compiler is

in cross-compiler mode.

Putting the parts together, we can implement a compile-time valida-

tion mechanism to execute the tests. If one of the tests fail, the output

of the compiler will be dropped, due to the failed test cases. The pure

functions are important components in the mechanism, because the test

results can be trusted for pure functions only.

A synthetic sample code can be seen in Figure 4.8.

pure function div(int n, int m) : int
pre { m != 0 }
post(R) { n, m ; old n >= R*old m &&& old n < (R+1)*old m }
assert { div(10, 2)==5 }
assert { div(0, 1)==0 }
assert { div(16, 6)==2 }
assert { div(16, 5)==3 }
assert { div(16, 4)==4 }
//assert { div(1, 0)==0 } // PreconditionViolationException
//assert { div(1, 1)==2 } // AssertionFailedException
assert { div(2, 0)==0 ; PreconditionViolationException }
{
return n/m;

}

Figure 4.8: An example to present the elements of the compile-time unit
testing in Welltype.

The compiler will gather the assert clauses during the compilation,

and generates an other executable program in the memory. This new

program will contain all of the assert clauses for every pure functions.

When the new program is generated, the compiler will pass the binary

to the virtual machine. If the virtual machine successfully executed the
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program, it means, all assertions are passed. It is important to notice,

only the compiler program is used during the compilation and assertion

evaluation. So, the tests will be checked at compile-time. Whenever an

assertion fails while running the tests in the virtual machine, the output

will be dropped. This is the expected behavior, because the implementa-

tion contains one or more errors.

The internal program, which checks the assertion clauses, will be

built with the following algorithm:

1. gather all pure functions with at least one assert clause,

2. generate a function for each assert clause, which contains a reg-

ular assertion with the same condition,

3. if the assert clause contains an expected exception, add a single

exception handler with the desired exception,

4. call all generated functions in the main block.

If the assertion in a generated function fails, an

AssertionFailedException will be raised. This exception will passed

through the main, and will be caught by the virtual machine. This error

can be easily processed in the caller.

The solution for the compile-time testing in Welltype uses the pure

function mechanism – since the result can be guaranteed only for the

pure functions – the same problem raised as in C++. In the current

situation this limitation can be removed only at the expense of reliability.

However, the reliability is the essence of this method.

Another limitation is the usage of external functions and types. Since

any concrete implementation can be loaded into the virtual machine,

the executed test will be meaningless despite of they necessarily be pure

functions. Also, the dependencies will be required to compile a program,

which is not acceptable. This limitation can be solved, if the pre- and

post-conditions could be stored in the binary, and these conditions will

be validated by the dynamic program loader, and compiler could gener-

ate mock objects for the conditions. Thus the testing mechanism could

be more flexible.

Our current method requires handmade test cases, even in case of

the recursive test case in Figure 4.7. Using template metaprogramming,
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we can improve the method with automatic test case generation. For ex-

ample, the input for the operator< can be generated by random num-

bers, and the developer have to write only a logical formula, such as

!(a<b) || pair(a, 0)<pair(b, 0) – or a similar formula in a general

case. Furthermore, we are intended to apply axiom-based test genera-

tion [112]. Thus the test cases could be more automated.

4.4 Contributions

I analyzed the problem of the binary compatibility for current main-

stream programming languages. I have identified that software bugs can

be introduced due to violating the API via binary incompatible compo-

nents. I specified the rules of binary compatibility for Welltype program-

ming language in order to prevent binary incompatible modules being

loaded and linked. I implemented a prototype binary loader application

to test the developed method to detect binary incompatibility issues at

link time. I presented a possible solution to improve the unit testing in

C++ by executing the unit tests during compilation. The solution relies

on new features in C++11.

Related articles

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

Linking X - - - X X - X
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Chapter 5

The Welltype language

The Welltype language is an imperative programming language ex-

tended with generic- and functional programming elements. It is de-

signed to be safe and feature rich in the same time. The basic idea

was to check as many things of the source code as possible during the

compilation. This check was the most important declaration when the

predecessor of this language was designed.

The reference toolchain implementation of the Welltype language

is available as an open source software (licenced under LGPL-2.1) at

http://repo.hu/projects/welltype. The package contains the com-

piler (wtc program), the runtime (or virtual machine, the wt program),

and the Welltype Binary analyzer (the readwtb program – it is similar to

the readelf program for ELF files).

5.1 The history

The predecessor language, called ScriptKernel [12] was also an im-

perative language, and shared most of its syntax and semantics with the

successor. This language was released in Decemer of 2009. The main

difference between the two languages is the target usage. While the

ScriptKernel was mainly used for scripting, the Welltype supposed to be

a general purpose language.

The reason behind implementing an own language to script a game

instead of using an existing ”real” script language (like Lua [113, 114],

or nowadays it would be Python [37]) is to avoid the most common mis-
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takes related to scripting languages, e.g. using incompatible types, re-

ferring to non-existing variables, or calling functions with insufficient

number or argument. Thus, the ScriptKernel was born. It was incremen-

tally developed, new features were introduced when it was needed.

During the development process, an observation was made: the lat-

est features aimed general purpose usage, not specifically scripting. In

2014 the language and the runtime environment was rewritten from

scratch, released in November of 2014. Numerous improvements and

new features were introduced since, but the most important goal re-

tained: safety. Again, a quite uncommon feature in imperative languages

helped to achieve the goal: the pure function mechanism. In functional

programming languages the pure functions are default, but not in im-

perative languages. Pure functions ensures numerous safety properties

to be able to pass function ”pointers” across modules, and allows addi-

tional compile-time optimizations.

One of the most notable elements is the algebraic data type, a lan-

guage feature which is rarely used in imperative languages. Another

highlighted feature is the private record, because it aims to ensure

binary compatibility, and to hide the complete implementation of a

record. To avoid resource leaks (resource includes but not limited to

memory, file and directory handles), the Welltype language follows the

RAII [115, 116] concept since late 2015. This change in the language

made numerous sources and binaries deprecated, and required user in-

teraction to fix them. The original C-like concept to close all file handles

(and directory handles) manually was contrary with the RAII-like object

(string, record, algebraic data type) releasing mechanism.

5.2 Compilation unit

In the Welltype language1 the compilation unit is basically one text

file that can be compiled into a Welltype binary. See further informa-

tion about the binary in section 5.3. However, the text file may contain

C-like #include ”preprocessor” directives to include content of other

files. The Welltype compiler does not use an actual C preprocessor, the

compiler resolves the #include directive. This directive is intentionally

1This applies to ScriptKernel as well.
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#meta:title "Hello World"

main
{

write("Hello World\n");
}

Figure 5.1: Source code of the Hello World program (hello.wt)

the same as in the C preprocessor. The #include directive helps in code

separation inside a module (in the classical meaning), or program (in

the Welltype terminology).

The compilation unit must have a main block (as described in sec-

tion 5.4.1.1). The compiler will check this requirement, and reports the

source invalid if the main block not exists.

The source code of the Hello World program can be seen on Fig-

ure 5.1. Using the Welltype compiler (wtc) the source code can be com-

piled into a Welltype binary. Invoking the compiler with the source file

only is sufficient, but for future diagnostics the actual command line is:

wtc -labels-all hello.wt

The -labels-all will insert a table with debug symbols into the output

binary. The symbols are very useful for the debugging in assembly mode.

5.3 Welltype binary

The Welltype binary is an ELF-like binary file that contains exe-

cutable Tomb code compiled from a Welltype compilation unit (as de-

scribed in section 5.2). Welltype binaries are loadable into the Welltype

runtime environment (also known as the virtual machine) by the Well-

type dynamic loader. The dynamic loader will resolve the missing refer-

ences in the program.

The Welltype virtual machine can execute the Tomb code. The Tomb

instruction set is the third-generation assembly used by Welltype or by

ScriptKernel. The latest instruction set uses 16-bit instructions that can

be extended to „double instructions” (which are 32 bits in total). The
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documentation of the complete instruction set can be downloaded from

the official site [10, 11].

A loaded program cannot have unresolved external references. To

ensure this, the dynamic loader will check every shared components in

depth. For example, the loader will iterate through the members of a

record, and validate the type and the name of each member. A type vali-

dation can cause a recursive validation which is handled by the dynamic

loader. Name validation occurs when the program imports a record that

is already exported by another program. See section 5.5.5 for details.

This in-depth checking is important to detect incompatible binaries,

which is a serious issue in the current mainstream languages [8]. An

external reference can be i.e. a function, a type, an operator; anything

that can be exported from a program. The complete list can be read in

section 5.5.5.

The checked and safe loaded program can be executed by the vir-

tual machine. The wt tool implements the simplest Welltype runtime en-

vironment that able to load multiple programs, thus the tool supports

libraries. The compiled source seen in Figure 5.1 can be executed using

this tool with the following command:

wt hello.wtb

The command above will print the following onto the standard output:

Hello World!

Metadata Metadata can be attached to a program. The metadata is a

key-value pair stored in the binary. With the readwtb program, the meta-

data can be queried, and may be used in scripts. Currently the metadata

is for storing human readable information only. There are few predefined

metadata keys in the compiler, however, any keys can be defined in the

source code.

Predefined metadata keys with intended meaning are:

author : the author (or authors) of the program

title : the title (the name) of the program

version : the short version number for scripts (not for humans)
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copyright : copyright notices or license name, like „MIT” or „GPLv3”

id : version control system identification (i.e. $Id$ in svn [117])

comment : any other important comment

To read metadata only from a Welltype binary, pass only the -m switch

to the readwtb tool. Taking the „Hello World” seen in Figure 5.1 as an

example:

readwtb -m hello.wtb

The command above will print the following onto the standard output:

Metadata table at offset 0x90 contains 1 entries:

"Title" = "Hello World"

As an example copyright metadata can be used to validate license

compatibilities. This opportunity can help to detect license incompatibil-

ities, because tools [118] can read the stored license metadata informa-

tion from a specific place.

The complete output of the readwtb program on the „Hello World”

example can be see in Appendix A.1.

5.4 Syntax

The core syntax of the Welltype language is inherited from the C

programming language [30]. However, the top-most view of a Welltype

source is a list of metadata and blocks. The metadata is just a string

with a key that can be queried using the runtime environment, and also

listed by the readwtb. The properties of the metadata are detailed in

section 5.3. The block is a generic term to an important element in the

source code. Every block has an identification part, that describes the

purpose of the block (also the defines the grammar of the content); and

a definition part (or content) which is bounded by braces ({ and }).

By default, the order of the blocks is important, because the parser

recognizes that blocks sequentially, and have to preprocess some tokens.

Thus, some identifier turns into typename, operator or special identifier.

This transformation makes the grammar conflict-free [119, 120], and
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speeds up the compilation. The block kinds defined in the language can

be seen in section 5.4.1.

5.4.1 Blocks

5.4.1.1 main

The main block is a special block, because first, it is mandatory in ev-

ery Welltype compilation unit; second, this block can be executed when

the programs starts – this can be the entry point of the program. The

code placed in this block will be executed only when the program exe-

cuted directly, and will not be executed when loaded as a library. There-

fore, libraries usually have an empty main block, or a printout about

the fact that it is a library. Libraries are regular programs, but they de-

signed to export functions, types, operators, etc. No special notation is

required in a program to turn into a library. Thus, in the following the

term program means ”regular” program or library.

The content of this block is program code, that is described in sec-

tion 5.4.3. Furthermore, the main block may have an exception handler

clause. The main is an impure block. The semantics of the impure func-

tions is described in section 5.5.2.

5.4.1.2 ctor

The ctor block contains program code that will be executed when

the program is loaded. The ctor is the acronym of the constructor.

This block can optionally have an exception handler clause. If this block

raises an exception that is not handled, the program will be unloaded.

The ctor block is also an impure block, like the main block. The ctor

block must not be defined multiple times in one program

Programs usually do not require this block, but this feature kept due

to historical reasons. The motivation to omit this block is the RAII (Re-

source Aquisition Is Initializatino) mechanism, that will ensure correct

resource release. Note that, the RAII mechanism applies to all members

of the global block, as described in section 5.4.1.8.
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<function> ::= <funcsig> <precond> <postcond> <exceptioncompound>
<funcsig> ::= <puremod> "function" <identifier> "(" <args> ")" <optret>
<puremod> ::= e | "pure" | "impure"
<args> ::= e | <arg> "," <args>
<arg> ::= "mutable" <type> <identifier> | <type> <identifier>
<optret> ::= e | ":" <rets>
<rets> ::= <type> | <type> "," <rets>
<precond> ::= e | "pre" "{" <expression> "}"
<postcond> ::= e

| "post" "(" <optidents> ")" "{" <optidents> ";" <expression> "}"
<optidents> ::= e | <idents>
<idents> ::= <identifier> | <identifier> "," <idents>

Figure 5.2: Simplified BNF syntax of the function block.

5.4.1.3 dtor

The dtor block is the counterpart of the ctor block. The dtor block

contains program code that will be executed right before the program is

unloaded. The dtor is the acronym of the destructor. This block can op-

tionally have an exception handler clause. However, the virtual machine

will ignore any run time error (i.e. unhandled exception) when executing

this block. This implies that the program unloading cannot be prevented.

The dtor block is also an impure block, like the main block, and must

not be defined multiple times in one program.

Programs usually do not require this block, but this feature kept due

to historical reasons.

5.4.1.4 function

The function block introduces a user function. These functions can

be invoked from the program code by its name and passing exact amount

of arguments. Because the language does not support implicit type con-

versions, the type of every function argument must match with the cor-

responding argument type.

The Welltype language supports function overloading, and the over-

load selection based on exact argument match. The type of the return

values do not participate during the overload resolution.

The simplified BNF [121] syntax of the function block can be seen in

Figure 5.2.

The <exceptioncompound> rule and the <expression> rule are part
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function shadowing(int a) : int
{

int a = 2; // *1* ERROR: redeclaration of ’a’
return a;

}
main
{

int x = shadowing(3);
}

Figure 5.3: Code snippet demonstrates invalid parameter shadowing

of the program code, and it is described in section 5.4.3.

The optional pure or impure keyword determines the purity of the

function. This attribute must be preserved along all declarations, includ-

ing the export declarations. If none of the pure and the impure keywords

was used, the compiler assumes the function as pure.

The function keyword is required in order to keep the source code

tidy. After this keyword, a C-like identifier will name the function block.

Other parts of the code can refer to this function using this name. Note

that, the same identifier can be used to introduce more than one func-

tions due to the function overloading mechanism.

A function can have any number of arguments. In the body of the

function, the code can refer to the arguments by its names. However,

the names of the arguments must be unique. These names must not be

shadowed in the top-level compound. A syntax error is raised on the

code seen in Figure 5.3: the problem is the local variable a is a redecla-

ration (marked with *1* in the code), because the parameters (the other

a in the parameter list) are automatically inserted into the top-level com-

pound. This will lead to compilation error instead of mysterious malfunc-

tions.

However, the source code in Figure 5.4 avoids parameter shadow-

ing with a newly opened compound. Since the compound introduces a

new variable namespace, the variable a can be declared there. This con-

struction indicates that a visible trace will appear in the source code

where parameter shadowing takes place. In addition, any variables that

declared so far in the top-level compound of the function can be refer-
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function shadowing(int a) : int
{

{
int a = 2;
return a + shadowing::a; // *1* qualified name

}
}
main
{

int x = shadowing(3);
}

Figure 5.4: The correct way to avoid parameter shadowing

enced with qualified names. The qualifier of the top-level compound is

the name of the function itself. A working example can be seen in the

line marked with *1* in Figure 5.4.

An object type argument (i.e. string or a record) can be optionally

tagged with the mutable keyword. This denotes that the content of the

object is mutable, but the object reference itself is immutable. For ex-

ample, the characters in a string can be altered, its length is not; or the

members of a record are mutable, and they can be replaced, but the

record itself is immutable. If the mutable was not specified, then the

whole object is immutable in-depth. This behavior is explained in details

in [1].

A function can return multiple values. However, every return state-

ments must return an expression with the correct arity and types that

match with the function return value declaration. The example can be

seen on Figure 5.5 demonstrates how to return multiple values. The re-

turned type defined in the declaration of the my_func after the colon

(*1* marks this in the source code). All return statements in the func-

tion must match with this specification. The returned value can be used,

for example, in a simultaneous assignment (*2* marks this in the source

code).

The optional precondition that introduced with the pre keyword,

must contain a single pure expression that evaluates to bool. The argu-

ments of the function can be used to form the expression – this is marked

with *1* in the example seen in Figure 5.6. The expression will be eval-
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function my_func(int x) : int, int // *1*
{

return x+1, x+2;
}
main
{

int a, b = my_func(3); // *2* simultaneous assignment
int sum = a + b;

}

Figure 5.5: Code snippet demonstrating multiple return values

uated when entering the function, and if it was evaluated to false, an

exception will be raised.

The optional postcondition that introduced with the post keyword

has three parts. The first part is in the parentheses after the keyword

post as can be seen in the line marked with *2* in Figure 5.6. The num-

ber of the identifiers must match with the number of return values of

the function. The second and the third part is in between the braces

separated by a semicolon. The second part is an optional identifier list

formed from the parameters – this is marked with *3* in the example.

The third part is a pure expression that must be evaluated to bool – the

*4* marks this in the example. In the expression all identifiers can be

used that was on the first list (as immutable values). The elements of

the second identifier list can be used with the old keyword to refer to

the original (saved) value of a parameter. Without the old keyword, the

modified value will be used – although, this feature is not meaningful

for non-object arguments since they are immutable. The expression will

be evaluated right before leaving the function (in ordinary way, that ex-

cludes raised/unhandled exceptions), and if it was evaluated to false,

an exception will be raised.

The body of the function is an exception compound that is described

in section 5.4.3.

5.4.1.5 declare

The declare block contains forward declarations. These declarations

will be local declarations, and must be locally defined later in the pro-
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// ’a’ is the dividend
// ’b’ is the divisor
function my_div(int a, int b) : int
pre { b != 0 } // *1*
post(result) // *2*
{
a, b; // *3*
old a>=result*old b && a<(result+1)*b // *4*

}
{

return a / b;
}
main
{

int x = my_div(100, 7);
}

Figure 5.6: How to use pre and post

gram. Declarations can be promoted to an exported declaration but not

to an imported declaration.

Declarations are necessary to implement mutually recursive func-

tions. However, it is not necessary for a regular recursive function, be-

cause the compiler will automatically declare the function entered into –

like the C, the C++ and many other languages does. It is useful to make

a catalogue about functions, types, etc that are exist in the source code.

It is also help to resolve internal (or program local) dependencies; an

internal dependency may arise when using locally defined types, func-

tions, etc. Usually it is too complicated to organize functions into the

right order, but the declare blocks are aimed to solve this issue.
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The simplified BNF of the declare block is the following:

<declare> ::=

"declare" "{" <decls> "}"

<decls> ::= e | <decl> | <decl> <decls>

<decl> ::= <funcsig> ";" | "exception" <identifier> ";"

| <recorddecl> | <operatordecl> | <datatypedecl>

| <enumdecl>

5.4.1.6 import

The import block contains declarations described in section 5.4.1.5,

but with an extended semantics. The declarations placed in this block

must not be defined in the program, because they will be imported by

the dynamic loader when the program being loaded.

An important difference compared to the declare block is the

private records and the limited records must have a closing semi-

colon, because the implementation of these records are hidden, thus

cannot be imported.

5.4.1.7 export

The export block contains declarations that will be exported from

the program. The declarations are the same as described in sec-

tion 5.4.1.5. All declarations must be defined, because the exported com-

ponents must be accessible when the program is loaded into the runtime

environment.

The implementation of the private records and the limited

records are present in the export block, however, their details will not

be written into the compiled binary. This notation is required to let the

compiler know the details.

5.4.1.8 global

The global block can be used to introduce variables that can be

used among functions without passing them explicitly. Any number of
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<global> ::= "global" "{" <decls> "}"
<decls> ::= <decl> | <decl> <decls>
<decl> ::= <type> <identifiers> ";"

| <type> <identifiers> "=" <expression> ";"
<identifiers> ::= <identifier>

| <identifier> "," <identifiers>

Figure 5.7: Simplified BNF syntax of the global block.

main
{

int x = 3 + 5; // infix form
int y = "+"(3, 5); // function form

}

Figure 5.8: Equivalent but syntactically different operator calls

global blocks can be defined, and the content will be merged. How-

ever, no global variable can be referred from a pure function. A variable

declaration in this block may have an initialization. The initializer ex-

pression can be pure and impure as well, furthermore, it may refer to

other global variables that are already exist. If no initializer was given,

the variable will be zero-initialized accordingly to the rules described in

section 5.5.1.

The simplified BNF syntax of the global block can be seen in Fig-

ure 5.7.

The <expression> is described in section 5.4.2.

5.4.2 Expression

Expressions can be form from literals, variable references and func-

tion calls. Operator calls are considered as function calls. The classical

infix operator calls are converted into regular function calls during the

compilation process. Operator symbols can be used as function name

when the symbol enclosed in quotes as can be seen in Figure 5.8.

Any expression can be enclosed with parentheses. This is useful

when forming simultaneous expressions. Simultaneous expressions can

be form by connecting two expressions with a comma (,). Expressions in

parentheses are flatten internally, thus a simultaneous expression may
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have more than two components – or the arity of the expression can be

more than one.

5.4.2.1 Literals

The following demonstrates some literals grouped by type-group (i.e.

the integer literals listed below have different types).

bool: true, false

char: ’c’, ’3’, ’\x36’, ...

string: "", "string literal", ...

integer: 0, 0u, 3l, 5ul, 0xF, 0b1011_0101ub, 0o777l, ...

floating point: 0.f, 1.f, 123.456f, 0.0, 1.0, 123.456, ...

sequence: seq<int>{}, seq{1,2,3}, ...

record: my_record{ true, 6, "alpha" }, my_record{ b=true; i=6;

s="alpha"; }, ...

algebraic data type: Cons, List { 5, Nil }, ...

5.4.3 Compounds

The body of the main, the ctor, the dtor and functions is an ex-

ception compound. The exception compound is a special compound: it

may have exception handler clause and a finally clause. These clauses

must be at the end of the compound – see the BNF below. The syntax

does not allow to embed exception compounds, thus only compounds

can be placed inside.

The simplified BNF syntax of the exception compound is the follow-

ing:

<exceptioncompound> ::=

"{" <statements> <ehandlers> <finally> "}"

<statements> ::= e | <statement> | <statement> <statements>
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<statement> ::= <vardecl> | <compound> | <assignment>

| <funccallexpr> | <returnstmt> | <raisestmt>

| <whilestmt> | <dowhilestmt> | <forstmt>

| <foreachstmt> | <ifstmt> | <assertstmt>

| <switchstmt>

The variable declarations have the same initialization semantics

as the declarations placed in the global block. Variable declarations

can be placed between any statement, thus a variable declaration may

preceded by an assignment or a function call.

Between the statements, compunds can be placed. A compound

opens a new temporary namespace (where other variables can be shad-

owed). A compund may have a label, which can help to refer previously

shadowed variables. Also, any control statement (if, elif, else, for,

while, etc) requires a compound as body. Therefore, after the closing

parenthesis of an if statement must follow a compound.

An assignment can store an expression to one or more l-values. The

expression can be simultaneous, thus multiple l-values can occur on the

left-hand side of the assignment. All components of the expression must

be explicitly stored, the expression must not have unused component.

No implicit conversion will be performed during an assignment, thus an

u16 cannot be stored into a variable of type u32.

In contrast of an assignment, a single function call which does not

return any values, is a statement. Functions with no return value are

also called as procedures.

The return statement will leave the exception compound. If the func-

tion have return types, then the return statement must have a (poten-

tially simultaneous) expression with the exact type. Functions with re-

turn types must end with a return statement – this can be nested .e.g. in

an if statement with all branches containing a return statement.
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5.5 Semantics

5.5.1 Types

The Welltype provide numerous builtin types, and the following type

constructions: seq, records and datatype.

Many types have default value (see the Section 5.4.2.1) that is used

when default initializing a variable or a record field. The default value is

always the closest value to the zero, for example false for bool, ’\0’

for char, 0 for int, 0u for uint, "" for string, etc. However, not all types

are default constructible – the file and the dir types are not, as well

as the function types. Special algebraic data types (with no default con-

structor) are also not default constructible. All records, sequences and

algebraic data types that embed one or more not default constructible

type are also not default constructible.

An expression (which can be simultaneous) have a simultaneous

type, which is a tuple of types. The tuple may have one element, but

can have arbitrary number of types. The simultaneous type is not a type

construction, because no variable can have a simultaneous type, but it is

a technical mechanism to implement multiple return values and simul-

taneous assignments.

In order to introduce user-defined type, a type construction can be

used. All types used in such construction must be previously declared

or imported. The name of such type will be a type name, thus the name

is preserved and cannot be reused. Any further occurrence of the intro-

duced name treated as a type name, thus syntax errors may occur.

Types can be divided into two major groups: primitive types and

object types. Primitive types are: bool, char, all builtin integer and

floating-point types; and all user-defined types constructed with enum.

Object types are: string, file, dir, and all user-defined types con-

structed by seq, record and datatype. Function type is an exception,

because it cannot be firmly placed into any of the two group.

The mutable keyword can be used to turn an object function argu-

ment to writable, see section 5.5.2. The mutable allows to modify the

content of an object, but disallows to replace it. On Figure 5.9 there

are two marked lines. The (*1*) marks an assignment that can be per-
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function f(mutable string str)
{

str[0u] = ’a’; // *1*
// str = "xyz"; // *2*

}

Figure 5.9: Demonstration of the mutable keyword

formed2 if the str argument is mutable, but cannot be performed if it

is not mutable. The *2* marks an assignment that cannot be performed

with or without the mutable keyword.

This mutable keyword does not affect the following types: file, dir

and any function type. The first two are always mutable, because these

types are only a handle to an actual file or directory object. Permissions

shall be properly set when opening. A function type is always immutable

by definition, because the program code intended to be read-only.

5.5.2 Functions

Potentially reusable subprograms can be organized into functions.

A function have four major attributes: its name, the arguments, the re-

turned types, and the pure attribute.

The name of the function can be used later to call the function, or

construct a function type (so-called „function pointer”). This name can

be an identifier or a quoted operator symbol (i.e.: function "+"(int a,

uint b);). This name is not required to be unique, because functions

can be overloaded.

The arguments are needed in order to be distinguished from other

functions with the same name. It other words, helps to resolve function

overloading. A mandatory restriction is that the function name with the

argument types (regardless of the argument names and the mutable

qualifier) must be unique. An object argument of a function can be

mutable, which will allow to modify the content of the object, see sec-

tion 5.5.1. No function can be overloaded by the mutable keyword.

The returned types are required by the caller to know what val-

2This assignment is correct by the static semantics, but might cause an
IndexOutOfRangeException if the string is empty.
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ues will be returned, if any. In Welltype a function cannot be implicitly

defined.

The pure attribute is used in the function implementation to vali-

date further calls in the function. A pure function can invoke only other

pure functions, and cannot access global variables. Impure functions,

however, can invoke any functions and can access global variables. Pure

functions can improve code safety, and can be used for optimization. The

informal definition of a pure function: pure functions will always return

the same value for the same arguments. This means, if the function have

mutable argument, then it can be altered, but if the function is invoked

again with the altered argument, the return value can be different. This

behavior does not violates the definition, because it stated same argu-

ments.

5.5.3 Enumerations

The enumeration types can have arbitrary number of enum con-

stants. The introduced enum constants can be used as literals of the

defining enumeration. The order of the enum constants is important and

is defined by the order of the enum constants in the source code. The

name of the new enum constants must be either a free identifier or an-

other enum constant name defined in previous enumeration type. An

example enum type can be seen in Figure 5.10.

The ordinal value of the enum constants will be automatically gener-

ated, starting from 1, incremented by 1 for the next enum constant, and

so on.

Note that, this type is not default constructible.

5.5.3.1 Generated functions

An enumeration have several automatically generated pure func-

tions. In the following, we denote an enumeration type with T.

function tos(T) : string;

This function converts an enum constant to string: returns a string

made from the enum constants name. For example, based on the

enum seen in Figure 5.10, tos(Green) returns the string "Green".
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declare
{

enum Color
{

Blue,
Green,
Red

}
}

main
{

Color c = Blue;
c = succ(Color::Blue);

}

Figure 5.10: Example enum type

function ordinal(T) : uint;

This function returns the ordinal of the enum constant. For exam-

ple, based on the enum seen in Figure 5.10, ordinal(Red) returns

3u.

function succ(T) : T;

Get the successor of the current enum constant, and raise

ConstraintErrorException when called on the last enum con-

stant. For example, succ(Green) is Red, but succ(Red) raises

ConstraintErrorException.

function pred(T) : T;

Get the predecessor of the current enum constant, and raise

ConstraintErrorException when called on the first enum con-

stant. For example, pred(Green) is Blue, but pred(Blue) raises

ConstraintErrorException.

function to’T’(string) : T;

This function converts a string to the enumeration type. The func-

tion accepts only the strings of the enum constant names, and is

case sensitive. It raises ConstraintErrorException on error. For

example, toColor("Red") returns Red, but toColor("red") raises
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ConstraintErrorException.

function to’T’(uint) : T;

This function convert an integer value (the ordinal of

an enum constant) to the enumeration type. It raises

ConstraintErrorException if the value is out of bounds. For

example, toColor(1u) returns Blue, but toColor(4u) raises

ConstraintErrorException.

Comparisons

The six comparison functions generated for an enumeration type:

• function "=="(T, T) : bool;

• function "!="(T, T) : bool;

• function "<"(T, T) : bool;

• function "<="(T, T) : bool;

• function ">"(T, T) : bool;

• function ">="(T, T) : bool;

These functions behave as their similar (uint,uint) counter-

parts on the ordinal of the enum constants. For example,

if c1 and c2 are both Colors, then c1==c2 is equivalent to

ordinal(c1)==ordinal(c2). This conversion holds for all six com-

parison functions.

5.5.3.2 Enum constants

After the enumeration type declaration, the enum constant names

can be used as literals. However, the enum constant names can be over-

loaded. In order to distinguish the enumeration types when using an

overloaded enum constant name, use the qualified enum constant name.

Based on the example seen in Figure 5.10, Blue is an unqualified

name, and in this can used, because it is unambiguous. In ambiguous

situations, the qualified counterpart is Color::Blue. In this case Blue

and Color::Blue are equivalent. The compiler will check whether an

enum constant name is ambiguous or not, and if it is ambiguous, a com-

piler error will be generated.
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5.5.3.3 Import/export differencies

The functions listed in Section 5.5.3.1 are generated only in the ex-

porter program, and the operations will be exported. Thus, the importer

program can import all the generated functions, and it will not generate

the same functions again.

5.5.3.4 Binary compatibility

The information about the enumaration type that will be saved into

the binary and will be checked during program loading: name of the

type, number of enum constants, and the name of all enum constants.

See the details in Section 4.2.2.

The example enumeration type seen in Figure 5.10 will be compiled

into the following sequence:

"Color", 3, "Blue", "Green", "Red"

As stated above, the program loader will accept only exact match

due to the invariant formed from the order of the enum constants, the

succ(), and the pred() functions.

5.5.4 Exceptions

Exception handling is a local mechanism to each function. A func-

tion can have an exception handler clause, as described in section 5.4.3.

Thus, exceptions can be handled in a per function basis.

An exception is a unique entity that can be referenced by its iden-

tifier. An exception is not related to other exceptions, therefore it is

unique. Exceptions can be raised and handled across program bound-

aries without any issue. This is guaranteed by the loader: the loader will

assign a unique order to each exception that is exported. A context will

have the standard exceptions by default. Standard exceptions and their

meaning are listed in Appendix B.

An exception can be handled by two different methods. A function

can handle an exception by its name, for instance the example can be

seen in Figure 5.11 handles ExceptionA and ExceptionB explicitly. The

second method is the any-exception handling: this clause will handle all

exception that were not listed in above explicit handlers. The example
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function f(int x)
{

some_call(x);

exception(ExceptionA)
{

// handle ExceptionA
}
exception(ExceptionB)
{

// handle ExceptionB
}
exception(...)
{

// handle all exceptions except
// ExceptionA and ExceptionB

}
finally
{

// code that runs if function f() returns
}

}

Figure 5.11: Example how to handle exceptions

function can be seen in Figure 5.11 can handle any other exceptions as

well, it is denoted by the exception(...). This handler must be the last

exception handler.

Furthermore, a code fragment can be specified in order to execute

when the function returns and exits by an exception. This is introduced

by the finally keyword, and must be after all exception handlers. See

the example in Figure 5.11.

Exceptions can be raised using the raise or raise near statement.

The example function in Figure 5.12 demonstrates how to use this state-

ment.

The difference between the raise and the raise near is that the

latter will start to handle the exception in the current functions, while

the raise will always exits from the current function first.
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function some_call(int x)
{

if(x==0)
{

raise(ExceptionA);
}

raise near(ExceptionB);
}

Figure 5.12: Example how to raise exceptions

5.5.5 Dynamic references

The Welltype language provides a standard interface to share compo-

nents across the programs, in order to able to maintain binary compat-

ibility. The dynamic loader will recursively check the requirements and

will reject a program to be loaded if it is incompatible with the already

loaded context.

The binary interface stores information about the following elements:

function signatures, operators, exceptions, and types. These are the el-

ements that can be imported (see section 5.4.1.6) and exported (see

section 5.4.1.7).

The import block specifies the elements that needs to be imported

from the current context, while export block specifies the elements that

will be exported into the context. Multiple import and export blocks can

be specified in order to deal with cascading situations.

The context mentioned above is the current state of the run time

information: loaded programs, imported and exported elements. A pro-

gram can be loaded into multiple contexts, but one specific loaded pro-

gram cannot be executed outside the context that was load into. There

are no restrictions about how many contexts may create an operating

system process.
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Chapter 6

Future work

The Welltype language [10] already has a functional compiler and

runtime, and it can be downloaded as an open source software [11].

Using the current rich set of features in the language it is convenient

to write complex programs, for example the demo applications can be

found in the WelltypeGL project [14, 15].

The major future aspects of the Welltype language are the generics

and the classes. These features will introduce object-oriented program-

ming and generic programming as new paradigms into the language.

The problems that I have to solve in order to introduce any features

mentioned are:

1. Syntactical considerations:

• The design should be familiar to existing solutions in other

languages. Programmers can can adapt new features if these

features look familiar, instead of choosing an entirely new syn-

tax.

• The syntax should be clear: the new construction shall not be

misleading or misunderstandable.

• Be safe: a typo should cause an error instead of mystical be-

havior.

2. Semantical considerations:

• The construction shall behave familiar to existing, mainstream

programming languages.
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• The new construction must meet the already set up restric-

tions by other constructions: e.g. the mutable parameters and

the pure functions.

3. Linking-related considerations:

• Have to determine which is the minimal information set that

represents the construction, but still uniquely identifies that

one specific construction: do not increase unnecessarily the

size of the binary and the tasks at load-time, but do not let

false positives.

• Binary compatibility vs. extendibility. As we seen earlier, ex-

tending a class not necessarily makes the class binary incom-

patible – however, some does. It would be better if the binary

interface allow binary compatible extensions, but catch the

incompatible ones.

Currently the introduction of the new features are only at the first

steps, and there are a lot of open questions to be answered. The basic

concept of the generic will be something like we saw in the Java or

C# language – it will not be templates like in C++. There are even less

decided questions about the class feature. One of the major questions:

Should we support multiple base classes like C++ does, or restrict it to

something we saw in Java or C#?

Unfortunately, both features should be designed/developed simulta-

neously in order to decrease the work duplication. Because we know

languages that mixed generics/templates with classes.

import { type function FuncT(int a, int b) : int; }
import { function test(FuncT f, int x, int y) : int; }
main
{

int z = test(
\(int p1, int p2) : int -> { return p1 + p2; },
10, 11);

}

Figure 6.1: Candidate to the anonymous function feature
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Although the progress of the major features are quite slow, other

smaller features are in the queue: one of them is the anonymous

function. It is still an open question, however, whether to support con-

text capture. Context capture might break one or more restrictions in

the languages: this questions must be analyzed. In Figure 6.1 we can

see a candidate to the anonymous function feature.

The C and C++ languages lack proper binary compatibility validation

mechanism. In order to overcome this shortage, I intend to develop and

implement a compiler extension based on the knowledge and findings in

Welltype. We seen that the Welltype can easily detect binary incompat-

ibilities based on the stored information. The basic idea is to generate

special symbols into the C and C++ binaries (object files, libraries and

executables) which can be resolved later with an unaltered linker. Thus

the binary compatibility can be checked as we seen in Welltype. The un-

altered linker is really important, because the new, patched binaries can

be simply loaded and linked against using previous linkers and loaders.
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Chapter 7

Summary

Modern programming languages are not just about higher abstrac-

tion level unlike old languages but aimed to be safer by giving numerous

validations. Language evolution is directing toward safer languages. Ob-

viously, a safer language requires more resources to compile in general,

but a lot of time can be spared during development as the strong and

strict type system saves the programmers from many semantic issues.

Nowadays the compilers are fast enough, and most of the programmers

will not perceive the overhead of the extra work. However, the user will

experience the benefits of a stricter language, because less run-time

checks are necessary.

In this thesis we discussed the importance of these safe language

constructs. I presented examples from current mainstream languages

where either the syntax or the semantics allow constructs leading to

possible mistakes. I analyzed the root cause of these issues and sug-

gested solutions for the existing mainstream programming languages.

Current mainstream languages contain several problematic con-

structs which potentially lead to critical errors. Most of the errors came

from the loose syntax or not proper semantics. I gave recommendation

for coding rules to minimize the chance of these problems. I examined

the how the const-correctness affects a language. I suggested immutable

behavior as default and require mutable behavior marked explicitly. Also

I argued for stricter syntactical rules for control flow constructions to

avoid some typical programming mistakes.

I identified the implicit conversions as a source of programming er-
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rors in current mainstream languages. I developed a working solution

for C++ using a wrapper template class to precisely define what oper-

ations can be performed on a type. Thus, it can be detected the unin-

tended type conversions.

Since C++11 move semantics can avoid unnecessary copy thus may

increase run time performance. However, it is hard to implement move

operations, and mistakes can lead to hard-to-detect performance penal-

ties. I developed a method to analyze such issues and implemented a

working prototype tool.

Modern programming languages support modular development di-

viding the system into separate translation units and compile them in-

dividually. A linker is used then to assemble together these units either

statically or dynamically. This process, however, introduces implicit de-

pendencies between the translation units. When one or more units are

modified in inconsistent way binary incompatibility occurs and may re-

sult in unexpected program behavior. Current mainstream programming

languages neither specify what are the binary compatibility rules nor

provide tools to check them. I suggested a method to detect incompati-

bilities in case of dynamic loaders.

To support test methods I implemented a technique to avoid third-

party dependencies and execute test cases automatically. Developers

can achieve better test coverage by this method. My technique based

on the new language elements in C++11.

I gave a possible solutions to numerous issues in current mainstream

programming languages. In order to prove that those design changes

are viable, I implemented a prototype language. This language, called

Welltype, is an imperative language with additional multi-paradigm lan-

guage elements. Because it operates with minimal syntactical and com-

pilation overhead, and it has a rich set of features, I found this language

usable.
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The contributions of the thesis

Thesis 1. I have examined the vulnerabilities related to the syntax of

various mainstream programming languages. I have identified (1) the

permissive syntax, (2) using variables as mutable memory areas by de-

fault, (3) non-expressive control flow, and (4) inconsistent definition of

operator overloading as major source of possible software bugs. I sug-

gested fixes and workarounds to the problems above for the current pro-

gramming languages, especially for C++. I specified the syntax of the

Welltype prototype programming language to demonstrate how these

problems could be avoided by applying carefully defined syntactical

rules.

Thesis 2. I investigated the negative consequences related to the per-

missive type systems, especially the implicit conversions in the current

mainstream programming languages. I designed and implemented a

wrapper class based solution to solve the problem in C++. I specified

an algorithm which detects the possible misuse of C++11 move seman-

tics. I created and tested a prototype tool implementing the algorithm. I

specified the semantics of the Welltype language to avoid the mentioned

issues and defined the data types with their expected behavior.

Thesis 3. I analyzed the problem of the binary compatibility for cur-

rent mainstream programming languages. I have identified that soft-

ware bugs can be introduced due to violating the API via binary in-

compatible components. I specified the rules of binary compatibility for

Welltype programming language in order to prevent binary incompati-

ble modules being loaded and linked. I implemented a prototype binary

loader application to test the developed method to detect binary incom-

patibility issues at link time. I presented a possible solution to improve

the unit testing in C++ by executing the unit tests during compilation.

The solution relies on new features in C++11.

I specified the Welltype prototype language to demonstrate how the

critical issues of syntax, semantics and linking can be avoided by care-

fully defining the language. I implemented the Welltype programming
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toolchain (compiler, linker and loader) as open-source software. Pro-

grammers who interested in the project can try it, and can contribute

into it. Welltype is being used for a number of applications (i.e. 3D world

editor), and – since the runtime can be easily extended with additional

functionality – a few OpenGL demos.
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Appendix A

Welltype programs

A.1 Inspecting Welltype binaries

The source code can be seen on Figure 5.1.

Command line: readwtb -a hello.wtb

WTB Header:

Magic: 57 54 42 03 01 01 09 28

Version: 1

Byteorder: little-endian

Compiler suite version: v0.9.2.8

Program size in memory: 0x30

Number of sections: 6

Number of threads: 1

Sections offset: 0x30

Threads offset: 0x20

Address of constructor: none

Address of destructor: none

Section Headers:

[Nr] Type Offs Size Addr Lnk Flags

[ 0] UNUSED 00000000 00000000 00000000 0 0 []

[ 1] METADATA 00000090 00000022 00000000 0 0 []

[ 2] DATA 000000B4 0000000D 00000008 3 2 [LOAD]

[ 3] BOS 000000C4 00000002 00000008 2 0 []

[ 4] DEBUGLABEL 000000C8 00000039 00000000 0 0 []
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[ 5] CODE 00000104 00000016 00000018 0 2 [LOAD]

Thread Headers:

[Nr] Type CallStk DataStk Addr Flags

[ 0] USER 00002000 00000800 00000018 0 []

Metadata table at offset 0x90 contains 1 entries:

"Title" = "Hello World"

Data section at offset 0xB4 contains:

Addr Field Value

00000008 String "Hello World.."

Byteorder Swap section at offset 0xC4 contains:

Addr Field Count

00000008 Octets 13

DebugLabel table at offset 0xC8 contains 3 entries:

Addr Label

00000018 main

00000028 main.1

0000002A $del(string)

Disassembly of code section at offset 0x104:

00000018 <main>:

00000018: 1408 pba.i 8 ; 0x8

0000001A: 6000 strn

0000001C: 1C04 dup.i 4 ; 0x4

0000001E: 5900 0015 mkfp.l 0x15 ; <$del(string) @0x2A>

00000022: 3400 tpu

00000024: 5001 exec.i 0x1 ; <conwrite>

00000026: 5B00 ttd

00000028 <main.1>:

00000028: 3F00 leave

0000002A <$del(string)>:

0000002A: 6300 strd
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0000002C: 3F00 leave

A.2 Example 128-bit wide integer implementa-

tion

The source code of the UInt128 library (file: 128.wt):

#meta:author "Barath, Aron"

#meta:title "128-bit wide unsigned integer implementation"

#meta:* "datetime" = __DATETIME__

#meta:* "file" = __FILE__

export

{

private record UInt128

{

u64 high;

u64 low;

}

operator ** left 15;

}

export

{

function tos(UInt128 i) : string;

function tohex(UInt128 i) : string;

function tou128(string s) : UInt128;

function tou128(u32 n) : UInt128;

function tou128(u64 n) : UInt128;

function Make(mutable UInt128 i, u64 n);

function Make(mutable UInt128 i, u64 hi, u64 lo);

function "+"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : UInt128;

function "+"(UInt128 lhs, u32 n) : UInt128;

function "+"(UInt128 lhs, u64 n) : UInt128;

function "-"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : UInt128;

function "*"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : UInt128;

function "/"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : UInt128;

function "&"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : UInt128;

function "|"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : UInt128;

function "^"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : UInt128;

function "~"(UInt128 n) : UInt128;

function "<<"(UInt128 n, u32 s) : UInt128;

function ">>"(UInt128 n, u32 s) : UInt128;

function "=="(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : bool;

function "!="(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : bool;

function "<"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : bool;

function ">"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : bool;

function "<="(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : bool;
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function ">="(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : bool;

function "**"(UInt128 n, u32 f) : UInt128;

}

declare

{

operator += left 4;

}

declare

{

function "+="(mutable UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs);

function "+="(mutable UInt128 lhs, u32 n);

function "+="(mutable UInt128 lhs, u64 n);

function "+"(char ch, string s) : string;

function HexChar(u64 N) : char;

function ToHex(u64 x) : string;

}

import

{

exception DivisionByZeroException;

}

function "+"(char ch, string s) : string

{

return tos(ch) + s;

}

function HexChar(u64 N) : char

{

i32 n = toi32(N);

if(n<10)

{

return ’0’ + n;

}

return ’A’ + (n - 10);

}

function ToHex(u64 x0) : string

{

u64 x = x0;

string s;

do

{

s, x = HexChar(x & 0xful) + s, x >> 4ul;

}
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while(x!=0ul);

return s;

}

function tos(UInt128 i) : string

{

if(i.high==0ul)

{

return tos(i.low);

}

u64 a0, a1, a2, a3 = i.high>>32ul, i.high&0xfffffffful, i.low>>32ul,

i.low&0xfffffffful;

u64 d, r;

string s;

do

{

r = a0;

d = r / 10ul;

r = ((r - d * 10ul) << 32ul) + a1;

a0 = d & 0xfffffffful;

d = r / 10ul;

r = ((r - d * 10ul) << 32ul) + a2;

a1 = d & 0xfffffffful;

d = r / 10ul;

r = ((r - d * 10ul) << 32ul) + a3;

a2 = d & 0xfffffffful;

d = r / 10ul;

r = r - d * 10ul;

a3 = d;

s = tos(’0’ + toi32(r)) + s;

}

while(a0!=0ul || a1!=0ul || a2!=0ul || a3!=0ul);

return s;

}

function tohex(UInt128 i) : string

{

if(i.high==0ul)

{

return ToHex(i.low);

}

else
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{

string s = ToHex(i.low);

u32 len = strlen(s);

if(len<16u)

{

s = substr("0000000000000000", 0u, 16u - len) + s;

}

return ToHex(i.high) + s;

}

}

function tou128(string s) : UInt128

{

UInt128 res;

foreach(ch in s while ’0’<=ch && ch<=’9’)

{

res += tou32(ch - ’0’);

}

return res;

}

function tou128(u32 n) : UInt128

{

UInt128 res;

res.low = tou64(n);

return res;

}

function tou128(u64 n) : UInt128

{

UInt128 res;

res.low = n;

return res;

}

function Make(mutable UInt128 i, u64 n)

{

i.high, i.low = 0ul, n;

}

function Make(mutable UInt128 i, u64 hi, u64 lo)

{

i.high, i.low = hi, lo;

}

function "=="(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : bool

{

return lhs.high==rhs.high && lhs.low==rhs.low;

}
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function "!="(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : bool

{

return lhs.high!=rhs.high ||| lhs.low!=rhs.low;

}

function "<"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : bool

{

return lhs.high<rhs.high ||| (lhs.high==rhs.high && lhs.low<rhs.low);

}

function ">"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : bool

{

return lhs.high>rhs.high ||| (lhs.high==rhs.high && lhs.low>rhs.low);

}

function "<="(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : bool

{

return lhs.high<rhs.high ||| (lhs.high==rhs.high && lhs.low<=rhs.low);

}

function ">="(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : bool

{

return lhs.high>rhs.high ||| (lhs.high==rhs.high && lhs.low>=rhs.low);

}

function "&"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : UInt128

{

UInt128 res;

res.high, res.low = lhs.high & rhs.high, lhs.low & rhs.low;

return res;

}

function "|"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : UInt128

{

UInt128 res;

res.high, res.low = lhs.high | rhs.high, lhs.low | rhs.low;

return res;

}

function "^"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : UInt128

{

UInt128 res;

res.high, res.low = lhs.high ^ rhs.high, lhs.low ^ rhs.low;

return res;

}

function "~"(UInt128 n) : UInt128

{

UInt128 res;

res.high, res.low = ~n.high, ~n.low;
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return res;

}

function "+"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : UInt128

{

UInt128 sum;

sum.high, sum.low = lhs.high + rhs.high, lhs.low + rhs.low;

if(sum.low < lhs.low)

{

sum.high = sum.high + 1ul;

}

return sum;

}

function "+"(UInt128 lhs, u32 n) : UInt128

{

UInt128 sum;

sum.high, sum.low = lhs.high, lhs.low + tou64(n);

if(sum.low < lhs.low) { sum.high = sum.high + 1ul; }

return sum;

}

function "+"(UInt128 lhs, u64 n) : UInt128

{

UInt128 sum;

sum.high, sum.low = lhs.high, lhs.low + n;

if(sum.low < lhs.low) { sum.high = sum.high + 1ul; }

return sum;

}

function "+="(mutable UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs)

{

u64 low = lhs.low;

lhs.high, lhs.low = lhs.high + rhs.high, lhs.low + rhs.low;

if(lhs.low < low) { lhs.high = lhs.high + 1ul; }

}

function "+="(mutable UInt128 lhs, u32 n)

{

u64 low = lhs.low;

lhs.high, lhs.low = lhs.high, lhs.low + tou64(n);

if(lhs.low < low) { lhs.high = lhs.high + 1ul; }

}

function "+="(mutable UInt128 lhs, u64 n)

{

u64 low = lhs.low;

lhs.high, lhs.low = lhs.high, lhs.low + n;

if(lhs.low < low) { lhs.high = lhs.high + 1ul; }
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}

function "-"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : UInt128

{

UInt128 diff;

diff.high, diff.low = lhs.high - rhs.high, lhs.low - rhs.low;

if(diff.low > lhs.low) { diff.high = diff.high - 1ul; }

return diff;

}

function "<<"(UInt128 n, u32 s) : UInt128

{

UInt128 res;

if(s>=128u)

{

return res;

}

elif(s>=64u)

{

res.high = n.low << tou64(s - 64u);

}

else // (s<64u)

{

u64 s_ul = tou64(s);

res.high, res.low = (n.high << s_ul) | (n.low >> tou64(64u - s)),

(n.low << s_ul);

}

return res;

}

function ">>"(UInt128 n, u32 s) : UInt128

{

UInt128 res;

if(s>=128u)

{

return res;

}

elif(s>=64u)

{

res.low = n.high >> tou64(s - 64u);

}

else // (s<64u)

{

u64 s_ul = tou64(s);

res.high, res.low = (n.high >> s_ul), (n.high << tou64(64u - s))

| (n.low >> s_ul);

}

return res;

}

function "*"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : UInt128
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{

UInt128 res;

UInt128 temp1 = lhs;

UInt128 temp2 = rhs;

while(temp1.high!=0ul || temp1.low!=0ul)

{

if((temp1.low & 0x1ul)!=0ul)

{

res = res + temp2;

}

temp1, temp2 = temp1 >> 1u, temp2 << 1u;

}

return res;

}

function "/"(UInt128 lhs, UInt128 rhs) : UInt128

{

u32 sh_cnt;

UInt128 answer;

UInt128 divisor = rhs;

UInt128 dividend = lhs;

UInt128 one = UInt128 { .high = 0ul; .low = 1ul; };

if(rhs.high==0ul && rhs.low==0ul)

{

raise(DivisionByZeroException);

}

while(divisor < dividend)

{

divisor, sh_cnt = divisor << 1u, sh_cnt + 1u;

}

foreach(sh in 0u .. sh_cnt reverse)

{

if(divisor <= dividend)

{

answer, dividend = answer | (one << sh), dividend - divisor;

}

divisor = divisor >> 1u;

}

return answer;

}

function "**"(UInt128 n, u32 f) : UInt128

{

UInt128 res = UInt128 { .high = 0ul; .low = 1ul; };

foreach(i in 1u .. f) { res = res * n; }

return res;

}
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main

{

// This is a library.

}

The test program (file: 128_test.wt):

#meta:author "Barath, Aron"

#meta:title "Testing UInt128"

#meta:* "datetime" = __DATETIME__

#meta:* "file" = __FILE__

#include "128.inc"

main

{

UInt128 a, b;

Make(a, 2500000000ul);

write("a = " + tos(a) + "\n");

Make(b, 1000000000000ul);

write("b = " + tos(b) + "\n");

UInt128 c = a * b;

write("c = a * b = " + tos(c) + "\n");

UInt128 d = c / a;

write("d = c / a = " + tos(d) + "\n");

UInt128 e = c / b;

write("e = c / b = " + tos(e) + "\n");

UInt128 base = tou128(1234u);

string s_base = tos(base);

foreach(x in 0u .. 12u)

{

write(s_base + " ** " + tos(x) + " = " + tos(base**x) + "\n");

}

}
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In order to compile both the library and the test program issue the

following:

wtc 128.wt -gen-import

wtc 128_test.wt

wt -l 128.wtb 128_test.wtb

Output of the test program:

a = 2500000000

b = 1000000000000

c = a * b = 2500000000000000000000

d = c / a = 1000000000000

e = c / b = 2500000000

1234 ** 0 = 1

1234 ** 1 = 1234

1234 ** 2 = 1522756

1234 ** 3 = 1879080904

1234 ** 4 = 2318785835536

1234 ** 5 = 2861381721051424

1234 ** 6 = 3530945043777457216

1234 ** 7 = 4357186184021382204544

1234 ** 8 = 5376767751082385640407296

1234 ** 9 = 6634931404835663880262603264

1234 ** 10 = 8187505353567209228244052427776

1234 ** 11 = 10103381606301936187653160695875584

1234 ** 12 = 12467572902176589255564000298710470656
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Appendix B

Standard exceptions in

Welltype

The following description contains the default meaning of the stan-

dard (built-in) exceptions. These exceptions can be raised by hand in any

program. It is recommended to use the following meaning.

UnknownException

This exception can be raised in case of code generation erros.

Users should not raise and should not get this exception. The

global exception ID must be 0.

BadProgramAccessException

This exception is raised when performs an illegal access. For ex-

ample using dup.i with bad size, or calling dvtf when no DVT is

allocated.

MemoryAccessViolationException

This exception is raised when invalid memory access is detected.

For example PC leaves the executable memory area.

StackOverFlowException

This exception is used to indicate a stack overflow or a stack un-

derflow error.

UndefinedInstructionException

This exception is used to indicate that the opcode of the current

instruction is unknown.
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OutOfMemoryException

This exception used to indicate that there is no more memory. Usu-

ally raised when allocating new string, record or sequence.

DivisionByZeroException

Integer or float division by zero. This exception raised when call

any division by zero (/ or %).

UnhandledControlPathException

This exception raised automatically by any function when no return

statement found.

IndexOutOfRangeException

Bad index used in accessing to an element of a sequence or to a

character of a string.

BadRecordFieldException

Bad record field addressing. Actually not used, but the virtual ma-

chine can raise this exception when the compiler generates invalid

code.

HandleDereferredToNullException

Used by built-in file and directory functions.

ConstraintErrorException

Constraint of a built-in type has been violated.

InvalidPFNException

The virtual machine raises this exception when the given function

pointer is invalid. This exception used in development, thus cur-

rently unused.

InvariantViolationException

This exception will be raised when an invariant() function re-

turns false.

PreconditionViolationException

When a precondition evaluated to false, the program will raise

this exception.
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PostconditionViolationException

When a postcondition evaluated to false, the program will raise

this exception.

AssertionFailedException

When an assertion evaluated to false, the program will raise this

exception.

IOException

Raised when an error occured during an I/O operation. For exam-

ple: file not found, read from end of file.

InvocationException

When the invocation stack exceed its maximum size, an

InvocationException will be raised.

UnicodeErrorException

Raised the unicode convert function got an invalid argument, such

as an invalid (or not supported) unicode sequence.

IllegalSequenceException

Raised when an illegal sequence is found in an input data.
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Appendix C

Dissertation summaries
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C.1 Dissertation summary

Current mainstream programming languages suffer numerous safety

issues that originally introduced to be convenient and practical, but later

turned out these features can be harmful. Although, these programming

languages continuously evolving, they usually have a limitation due to

backward compatibility. New languages are being created today to fix

issues or introduce new paradigms.

In thesis 1 we describe various software issues related to language

syntax based on real industrial experiences. To avoid these problems we

suggest strict coding conventions for existing languages and rigorous

syntactical rules for new languages. Rules include to prefer immutable

memory as default function arguments, more expressive control flow

and better ways to define operators.

Current mainstream languages also suffer some semantical problems

what we discuss in thesis 2. Implicit conversions usually allowed in this

languages but they may lead to unwanted behavior. To avoid such cases

in C++ we introduced a wrapper class based solution. The C++11 move

semantics may reduce copy operations when implemented properly. We

specified an algorithm and implemented a prototype tool to detect pos-

sible misuse of the move semantics.

It is well-known that the costs of software development is only the

fragment of its all maintenance cycle. In order to reduce maintenance

costs, we may demand various services from the programming lan-

guages. We analyze such features in thesis 3. As an example, mainstream

languages give no support for handle the binary compatibility issues

among different library versions. Compile time testing is also rarely sup-

ported. We suggest solutions for these problems.

In order to prove that the design decisions we proposed in the ear-

lier theses viable, we implemented Welltype, a prototype programming

language that designed according our findings. Our language, is impera-

tive with additional multi-paradigm language elements and available as

open source with a full development tool-chain.
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C.2 Disszertáció összefoglaló

Az aktuális mainstream programozási nyelvek számos biztonsági

problémával küszködnek, melyek eredetileg azért lettek bevezetve, mert

kényelmesnek és hasznosnak tűnt, azonban később kiderült, hogy ezek a

nyelvi elemek ártalmasak is lehetnek. Bár ezek a nyelvek folyamatosan

fejlődnek, gyakran meg van kötve a kezük a visszafelé-kompatibilitás

miatt. Manapság is új nyelveket készítenek, hogy kijavítsák a hiányossá-

gokat vagy új nyelvi paradigmákat alkossanak.

Az első tézisben különböző észlelt problémákat mutatunk be, melyek

a programozási nyelvek szintaktikájából erednek. Annak érdekében,

hogy el tudjuk kerülni ezeket a problémákat, mi egy sokkal szigorúbb

kódolási konvenciót ajánlunk a meglévő nyelvekhez, illetve szigorú sz-

abályokat új nyelvek fejlesztőinek. Ezen szabályok a módosíthatatlan

függvény paramétereket, kifejezőbb vezérlési szerkezeteket, valamint a

bővíthető operátok-készletet részesítik előnyben.

Az aktuális mainstream nyelvek továbbá néhány szemantikai prob-

lémával is küszködnek, melyet a második tézisben tárgyalunk. Az im-

plicit konverziókat gyakran megengedik a nyelvek, de ezek nem várt

viselkedést okozhatnak. Annak érdekében, hogy C++ nyelvben elk-

erüljük ezeket a szituációkat egy wrapper-osztály-alapú megoldást. A

C++11 move-szemantikája helyes használata esetén csökkenteni tudja

a másolásokat. Specifikáltunk és implementáltunk egy algoritmust, mel-

lyel detektálható a move-szemantika helytelen használata.

Közismert tény, hogy egy szoftver fejlesztési költsége csak a töredéke

a teljes költségnek. Annak érdekében, hogy csökkenteni tudjuk a karban-

tartási költséget, különböző támogatásokat várunk el a programozási

nyelvtől. Ezeket analizáljuk a harmadik tézisben. Ilyen például a

bináris kompatibilitás gyenge támogatottsága, valamint a fordítási-idejű

tesztelés is. Megoldásokat is javasolunk ezekre a problémákra.

Annak érdekében, hogy bizonyítsuk, a javaslataink életképesek, im-

plementáltuk ezeket a Welltype nevű prototípus programozási nyelvben,

melyet az eredményeink szerint terveztünk. Külön fejezetben részletez-

zük ezt a nyelvet, mely egy multi-paradigmás nyelvi elemekkel bővített

imperatív nyelv. A teljes fejlesztői környezet elérhető nyílt-forrású

szoftverként.
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